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he BJP on Monday retained
Pushkar Singh Dhami and
Pramod Sawant as Chief
Ministers of Uttarakhand and
Goa respectively for leading the
party to victory by overcoming
anti-incumbency and factional fighting.
The party reposed faith in
Dhami and rewarded him
despite his losing the Assembly
seat
of
Khatima
in
Uttarakhand.
Dhami and Sawant were
elected the leader of their State
legislature party at meetings
which were attended by the
Central observers.
Dhami is to take oath as
the 12th Chief Minister of
Uttarakhand on Wednesday.
In Manipur, Biren Singh,
elected to be Chief Minister of
the North-Eastern State a day
before, was sworn-in as the second-time Chief Minister on
Monday.
The successive victory of
the BJP in the North-Eastern
State is seen as a major success
of the “Look-North-East” policy of the Modi Government
since 2014 and its major development thrust in the entire
region.
For Government formation
in Uttar Pradesh, Union Home
Minister Amit Shah is visiting
Lucknow on March 23. The
BJP legislative party will meet
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the next day, followed by Yogi’s
oath-taking on March 25.
With the finalisation of
the CM candidates in Goa and
Uttarakhand, the BJP has completed the task of selection of
Chief Ministers in the four
States where it returned to
power in the Assembly polls.
Barring UP where there
was no confusion on the name
of the next CM, there was considerable confusion about the
names of CMs in three other
States resulting in days of backto-back meetings among the
top central leaders, including
Prime Minister Modi.
“I will live up to the expectations of the people and lead
the State on the path of development,” said Dhami after

being elected as leader of the
legislative party.
In Goa, the second contender for the top post and
former Health Minister
Vishwajit Rane proposed the
name of Sawant as the Leader
of the Legislative Party paving
the way for him to take over as
the Chief Minister for a second
term. He will take oath as CM
on March 23.
“I am glad that the people
of Goa have accepted me. I’ll do
everything possible to work for
the development of the State,”
said Sawant.
Sawant, 48, has been a
protégé of late Goa Chief
Minister Manohar Parrikar.
The meeting of the newlyelected BJP MLAs and senior

party leaders was also attended by BJP central observers
Narendra Singh Tomar and L
Murugan, Assembly poll incharge Devendra Fadnavis, and
the party’s State unit president,
Sadanand Shet Tanavade.
“It has been decided that
Sawant would be the leader of
the House,” Tomar told
reporters after the meeting in
Panjim.
The BJP won 20 seats, just
one short of the majority in the
40-member Assembly, in the
February 14 polls. It has
received support from two
MLAs of the MGP and three
Independent legislators.
Congress had won only 11
seats.
Continued on Page 2
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he Supreme Court-appointT
ed committee on the three
repealed farm legislations on
Monday claimed that around
85.7 per cent of the 73 farmer
organisations, representing
more than 3.3 crore farmers
supported the laws while only
13.3 per cent of the stakeholders were against the laws.
In its recommendations,
the committee said the three
farm legislations would be beneficial for farmers and their
repeal or long suspension
“would be unfair to the silent
majority” who supported the
reforms. It had also suggested
many changes in the laws,
including giving freedom to
States to make Minimum

Support Price (MSP) system
legal and giving freedom of
choice to beneficiaries of Public
Distribution System (PDS) to
choose cash transfers equivalent to MSP + 25 per cent for
every kilogram of grain entitlement or get it in kind (wheat
or rice).
Making the committee
report public, farmer leader
and member of the committee

Anil Ghanwat, who is the president of Swatantra Bharat Party,
said they had advocated retaining the three farm laws and
suggested that States may be
allowed flexibility in implementing and designing them
with the Centre’s approval.
“The committee had also
suggested many changes in the
laws, including giving freedom to States to make MSP
system legal. About two-thirds
of the suggestions received on
the dedicated portal had supported the laws,” Ghanwat said.
The other two members —
economist Ashok Gulati and
agri-economist Pramod Kumar
Joshi — were not present at a
hurriedly called Press conference.
Continued on Page 2
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he Aam Aadmi Party
T
(AAP) has nominated for
the Rajya Sabha from Punjab
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ith Omicron BA.2 surgW
ing in pockets of Asia
and Europe and international
travel becoming difficult for
Indians, the Government is
considering making all adults
above 18 years eligible for
booster doses of the Covid-19
vaccine.
At present, only frontline
workers and those older than
60 are allowed to take booster
doses, whether free in
Government centres or paid for
in private hospitals.
The Government is debat-

ing whether to provide boosters to other groups for free, said
sources in the Union Health
Ministry.
Last week the Centre had
alerted the States to take precautionary measures in a bid to
avert Covid fourth wave.
Maharashtra, which was the
worst affected State during the
previous coronavirus surges, is
already on alert. This comes at
a time when a team of IIT
Kanpur team has suggested
that India could witness the
fourth Covid wave in June, to
peak in August.
Continued on Page 2

people from a cross section of
the society.
From former cricketer
Harbhajan Singh to academicians — IIT Delhi professor
Sandeep Pathak, Jalandhar’s
Lovely Professional University
founder and chancellor Ashok
Mittal, youth icon Delhi MLA
Raghav Chadha, industrialistcum-philanthropist Sanjeev
Arora — the list of five has
them all. 33-year-old Chadha
would be the youngest current
RS member when elected.
However, the AAP’s
announcement of five names
on Monday — the last day of
filing nominations for election to the Upper House of
Parliament — has been
opposed by the Opposition
parties, while causing discontentment among a section of
the party’s Punjab unit. They
have argued that non-Punjabis
were nominated by the party.
Elections for total 13 Rajya
Sabha seats are scheduled for
March 31.
The AAP, after registering
a landslide victory in the
recently-concluded Punjab
Assembly polls securing record

92 seats in the 117-member
House, is sure to send all five
members to the Upper House
unopposed considering the
number of seats and mathematical figures.
The AAP, in it official
statement regarding its choices for the Rajya Sabha nominees, maintained that the former Indian off-spinner was
picked for his credentials as a
country’s “sports icon”, Pathak
for his skills as a “political
strategist”, Arora and Mittal for
their “social work” and leadership qualities, and Chadha for
being a “youth icon”.
Popularly known as “turbanator’’ and “Bhajji”,
Harbhajan is set to start his
“doosra” inning with Rajya
Sabha membership.
Since long, Harbhajan’s
entry into politics was expected, which he kept delaying
apparently to ensure a better
start. In 2014 Lok Sabha polls,
there were reports that Bhajji
may join the BJP, while ahead
of 2022 Punjab elections, speculation wa rife he may join the
Congress with former cricketer
Navjot Singh Sidhu as its chief.
Harbhajan announced
retirement from all forms of
competitive cricket in
December 2021.
Continued on Page 2
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Beijing: A Chinese passenger
plane with 132 people on board
crashed in the southern
Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous
Region on Monday, the regional emergency management
department said.
The Boeing 737 aircraft of
China Eastern Airlines, which
flew from Kunming to
Guangzhou, crashed in
Tengxian County in the city of
Wuzhou, causing a mountain
fire, the department was quoted as saying by the state-run
Xinhua news agency.
The 132 people included
123 passengers and nine crew
members, the Civil Aviation
Administration of China said
on its website.
The number of casualties is
not clear yet, the report said.
The Wuzhou fire brigade
has sent 117 firefighters with 23
fire trucks to the site. Further
538 firefighters from other
parts of Guangxi have been
dispatched to join the rescue
efforts, the regional fire department said.The fire has been put
out and the rescue operation is
underway, said Chen Jie, an
official with the emergency
management department.
State-run CCTV reports
that the airlines set up nine
teams with focuses like aircraft
disposal, accident investigation and family assistance.
Chinese President Xi
Jinping said he was “shocked”
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ndia and Australia on
Isation
Monday called for early cesof hostilities in Ukraine
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to learn about the crash and
ordered an “all-out search” and
rescue efforts.
In his instructions issued
soon after the incident, Xi said
he was “shocked” to learn
about the incident involving
China Eastern Airlines flight
MU5735 from Kunming to
Guangzhou. He ordered the
launch of emergency response,
all-out search and rescue efforts
and proper settlement of the
aftermath, state-run Xinhua
news agency reported.
State-run CGTN reported
that the first rescue team has
reached the crash site in the
remote mountains.
Continued on Page 2

and steps to prevent such
events in the Indo-Pacific
region. Both the countries also
reviewed the aggressive stance
of China in the region and continuing tension along the border in Ladakh.
These issues came for discussion at the virtual summit
between Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and his
Australian counterpart Scott
Morrison. Modi said peace and
tranquility at the Line of Actual
Control (LAC) was essential for
normalisation of ties with
China.
This observation by India
came days ahead of the visit of
Chinese Foreign Minister
Wang Yi later this week to New
Delhi. It will be the first visit by
any Chinese Minister since
trouble erupted at the LAC in
eastern Ladakh nearly two
years back.
Modi and Morrison discussed the situation in Ukraine.
Morrison reportedly expressed
his understanding of India’s

position on the crisis in
Ukraine.
The two Prime Ministers
also felt that the conflict should
not be a reason for diverting
attention
from
the
Indo-Pacific.
On March 3, the leaders of
the Quad countries held a virtual meeting to discuss the
Ukraine crisis. Unlike its Quad
partners — the US, Japan and
Australia — India has not condemned the Russian invasion
of Ukraine and has been maintaining that the crisis should be
resolved through dialogue and
diplomacy.
Both the leaders stressed
on the fact that international
orders stand on the UN
Charter on the rule of law and
respect for the territorial
integrity and sovereignty of
states, Foreign Secretary Harsh
Shringla said later.
Morrison said Russia needed to be made accountable for
loss of lives in Ukraine in the
ongoing war, and it must be
ensured that such terrible
events never occur in the IndoPacific region.
In his opening remarks,
Morrison also referred to a
recent meeting of the leaders of
the Quad grouping on the
Ukraine crisis and said it provided an opportunity to discuss
the “implications and consequences” of the developments
in Europe for the Indo-Pacific.
Continued on Page 2
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Lucknow: After fierce UP
Assembly polls, the BJP and its
key rival Samajwadi Party will
be pitted against each other
again for the April 9 elections
for the 36 seats of the States legislative council.
The Congress and the
Bahujan Samaj Party have not
fielded any candidate in the
biennial legislative council
polls, making it a straight fight
between the SP and the BJP.
There are, however, some independent candidates in the fray.
The filing of nomination
papers for the first phase of
elections ended Monday while
that for the second phase will
end on Tuesday.Voting for both
phases will take place on April
9, the state election office said.
The counting of votes will
take place on April 12.
The Samajwadi Party will
make all efforts to retain its
majority in the 100-member
Upper House while the BJP will
go all out to have its majority
in the legislative council too.
The BJP announced the names
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From Page 1
Modi said, "We have good
cooperation going on in Quad
as well. This collaboration of
ours reflects our commitment
to free, open and inclusive
Indo-Pacific. The success of the
Quad is critical to regional and
global stability."
Modi said the ties with
Australia witnessed remarkable progress in the last few
years and that there has been
close cooperation between the
two sides in trade and investment, defence and security,
education and innovation, and
science and technology.
The Prime Minister also
said he was happy over the
establishment of a mechanism

of six more candidates on
Monday for the elections, for
which the party had
announced 30 candidates earlier. Amid the poll process, the
BJP's ally Apna Dal (Sonelal)
refuted speculation that it too
wanted to contest the poll, for
which it was in talks with the
BJP. "We are not contesting the
biennial elections for the legislative council in UP," Apna
Dal (S) MLC Ashish Patel told
PTI.
Of the 36 candidates fielded by the BJP, five are former
Samajwadi Party leaders, who
joined the saffron camp on the
eve of the February-March
state polls.
They are -- Shailendra
Pratap Singh from Sultanpur
local authority constituency,
C P Chand from the
Gorakhpur-Maharajganj local
authorities, Ravishankar Singh
'Pappu' from Ballia local
authorities, Rama Niranjan
from Jhansi-Jalaun-Lalitpur
local authorities and Narendra
Bhati from Bulandshahr local

authorities.
Ravishankar Singh Pappu
is the grandson of former
Prime Minister Chandrasekhar.
Samajwadi Party had declared
its candidates for the biennial
elections to the UP Legislative
Council on Sunday.
Barring the MeerutGhaziabad and Bulandshahr
seats, which have been left for
its ally Rashtriya Lok Dal, the
SP has declared its candidates
on all the remaining 34 seats,
SP spokesperson Rajendra
Chowdhury said.
Among those given tickets included Dr Kafeel Khan
from Deoria, Mashkoor
Ahmad from Rampur-Bareilly,
sitting MLCs Sunil Kumar
Sajan, Rajesh Kumar and
Udayveer Singh from
Lucknow-Unnao, Barabaki,
and Mathura-Etah-Mainpuri
seats respectively. Congress
MLC Deepak Singh on
Monday told PTI, "The
Congress party has decided not
to field any candidate in the UP
Legislative Council polls. PTI

of the annual summit between
the two countries as it ensures
a structural system for regular
review of the ties.Focusing on
main points of the relations
between the two countries,
Modi said the conclusion of the
Comprehensive Economic
Cooperation Agreement
(CECA) will be important for
economic revival and economic security for both sides.
In his remarks, Morrison
referred to the "distressing"
and terriblesituation in Europe
which he said must "never
happen in our own region".
"The tragic loss of lives
underlines the importance, of
course, of holding Russia to
account. The cooperation
between like-minded liberal
democracies is key to an open,
inclusive, resilient and
prosperousIndo-Pacific and I
welcome your leadership within the Quad to keepingits focus
on those important issues,"

Morrison said. He said the
events that are taking place in
Ukraine should neveroccur in
the Indo-Pacific. "Our region
is facing increasing change and
much pressure and I think the
Quad leaders call recently
which gave us the opportunity to discuss Russia's unlawful
invasion of Ukraine, but also
gave us the opportunity to discuss the implications and consequences of that terrible event
for our own region in the
Indo-Pacific and the coercion
and the issues that we face
here," Morrison said. It was in
apparent reference to the growing Chinese aggressive stance
in the Indo-Pacific region.
Giving details of the summit later, the Foreign Secretary
said both the sides were concerned over the ongoing conflict and humanitarian situation
in Ukraine. Modi and
Morrison emphasised the need
for cessation of hostilities and
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Force (CISF) personnel to
secure the recently launched Jio
World Centre, a business and
entertainment centre in
Mumbai developed by Reliance
Industries Ltd (RIL).
The Jio World Centre. touted to be about 12 times larger
than a FIFA football field and
10.3 times the size of the
Empire State Building in New
York, has come up on an 18.5
acre campus at the Bandra
Kundra Complex (BKC) in
Mumbai.
A CISF contingent of over
200 personnel will provide
round the clock security cover
to the Reliance facility.
This will be the third RIL
facility to be brought under the
security umbrella of the Central
paramilitary tasked to secure

vital installations in the public
and private sector in the country. The Reliance IT Park in
Navi Mumbai and the Reliance
Refinery in Jamnagar, Gujarat,
were earlier accorded CISF
security cover.
RIL promoters Mukesh
Ambani and his wife and
founder-chairperson of the
Reliance Foundation Nita
Ambani are protectees of the
CRPF VIP security wing.
About 230 CISF personnel
will be deployed at the Jio
Centre to provide counter-terrorist cover to the facility. The
force will take over the security role of the facility later this
month. The move to secure the
Jio World Centre and entrust
the CISF for its security came
after the Union Home Ministry
reviewed threat assessment
reports prepared by Central
security agencies against possible terrorist and sabotage
threats posed to it.

violence in Ukraine, Shringla
said. Shringla also said India
and Australia were keen to
finalise the Comprehensive
Economic
Cooperation
Agreement as it will unlocknew
opportunities to expand bilateral trade and investment ties.
The Foreign Secretary said the
two leaders exchanged views
on regionaland global issues of
mutual interest including
shared concerns over terrorism.
Morrison presented his perspective on China and its
actions in the region and he
spoke in particular about the
South China Sea. Modi referred
to the LAC in Ladakh and
emphasised that peace and
tranquility in the border area
was an essential prerequisite for
normalisation of relations with
China, the Foreign Secretary
said.
On Myanmar, he said
India stressed that its relationship with it is historical and

based on people to people ties.
Both sides spoke about supporting the ASEAN initiative in
Myanmar and the International
community must also come
together for humanitarian
assistance to Myanmar,
Shringla said.
The two leaders agreed for
stepping up cooperation
between India's National
Investment and Infrastructure
Fund and Australia's Pension
and Sovereign Fund. It is
important because of our interest in attracting Australian
investments in our infrastructure development, Shringla
said. He also said India will
offer the same tax benefits for
Australia's Pension and
Sovereign Fund here as is given
in Australia. "We're willing to
match the tax benefits that
Australia gives to its Sovereign
and Pension Funds. Once they
invest in India, they will get
similar benefits," he said.

he Centre has sanctioned
armed security cover of
T
the Central Industrial Security
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He said swift action should be
taken to identify the cause of the crash
and to strengthen the safety overhaul of
the civil aviation sector to ensure the
absolute safety of the sector and people's
lives. Premier Li Keqiang urged efforts
to console the families of the victims and
provide them with assistance, release
accurate information in a timely manner, conduct a serious probe into the
incident, and take strong measures to
strengthen the safety of civil aviation.
Work teams have been dispatched
to the scene by relevant departments.

Rescue forces from Guangxi and neighbouring Guangdong Province have
been mobilised.Meanwhile, China
Eastern Airlines - one of China's three
major air carriers - has grounded all of
its Boeing 737-800 after the crash on
Monday, company officials said.
The airlines also made its website
have a black-and-white homepage after
the crash as it prepared to announce the
casualties.
According to news portal The Paper,
a staff member at Guangzhou's Baiyun
International Airport said flight
MU5735 from Kunming to Guangzhou

has not arrived at its destined time, the
Hong Kong-based South China
Morning Post reported.
The domestic flight was scheduled
to take off from Kunming at 1.10 pm
(local time) and arrive at Guangzhou at
2.52 pm (local time) and is now marked
"out of reach" on Baiyun airport's app.
Following the accident, videos and
pictures purporting to come from the
scene started circulating on social media
showing smoke billowing from a hillside
and wreckage on the ground.
China's airlines had recorded over
100 million continuous hours of safe
flight as of February 19, according to Zhu
Tao, an official with the Civil Aviation
Administration, the Post reported.The
last domestic fatal incident was in 2010,
when a plane crashed in Yichun,
Heilongjiang province, killing 42
people.
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The BJP legislative party meeting
to elect the new Chief Minister of
Uttarakhand began around 5 pm and
was attended by BJP’s central observers
for Uttarakhand Rajnath Singh,
Meenakshi Lekhi, and the party’s poll
in charge for the State, Pralhad Joshi.
Dhami,46, under whose leadership the BJP had contested the
February 14 Assembly polls was the
frontrunner for the post even as many
other contenders had emerged in last
week. IT took several rounds of meetings of central leaders, including
Union Home Minister Shah with the

State leaders to settle the leadership
issue in Uttarakhand where two CMs
had been changed before the baton was
handed over to Dhami to lead the BJP
to 2022 polls.
The BJP won 47 of the 70 seats in
the Assembly polls while the Congress
which fell far short of organizing
itself in the State against the ruling
party could win only 19 seats with the
BSP winning two and independent
also two.
Prime Minister Modi congratulated Manipur Chief Minister for
assuming the charge for a second
straight term.
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Kolkata: West Bengal Women and Child Development Minister
Shashi Panja on Monday said in the Assembly that inadequate
fund allocation by the Centre was affecting several welfare projects, but the State, despite the constraints, had managed to run
these effectively thus far.
Presenting a Budget of over Rs 19,238.42 crore for 202223 for the Women and Child Development department, she pointed out that the Union government has reduced allocation for
autonomous bodies such as Central Adoption Resource
Authority, National Commission for Protection of Child Rights
and National Commission for Women.
Replying to BJP's accusations of neglect of women and
children in Bengal, the minister said that the dip in allocation
for the autonomous bodies goes on to show how much the Centre
was concerned about their welfare. Panja said that change in fund
sharing pattern between the Centre and the states had been affecting the projects.
She said that under 'Mission Vatsalya', which protects
interest of minors, the Centre was bearing 60 per cent of the
expenses and the state 40 per cent, while the sharing ratio earlier was 75 per cent and 25 per cent respectively.The minister
claimed that funds for betterment of basic infrastructure of anganwadi centres are yet to reach the state.
In her budget speech for her department, Panja said that the
Centre's share for running 548 children's creches in West Bengal,
for which it bears 60 per cent, the state 30 per cent and NGOs
10 per cent, were still awaited.
She noted that the Centre had so far given Rs 670 crore
out of over Rs 2,100 crore promised to the state in the current
financial year for running centres of Integrated Child
Development Services.
Participating in the debate, BJP MLA from Dabgram Phulbari,
Sikha Chatterjee, alleged that children and women are not being
given proper prescribed food under the ICDS scheme.
PTI
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Samyukt Kisan Morcha
(SKM), a coalition of 40 farmers unions which protested
against the farm laws, did not
make any submission despite
repeated requests. The committee had reached out to 266
farm organisations, including
the ones who were agitating.
Similarly, the committee also
received 19,027 representations on the dedicated portal
and 1,520 emails.
The panel had submitted
the report on March 19, 2021,
in a sealed envelope.
On the farmer unions'
demand to legalise the MSP
system, the committee said the
demand was not based on
sound logic and was infeasible
to implement.
"Any product that is produced needs to be traded at a
viable price. The MSP is an
indicative floor price to protect
the farmers against any undue
fall in prices especially at the
time of har vest. The
Government does not have
the financial coffers to buy
whatever is produced of all 23
commodities that are currently under the cover of MSP," the
report said.
The MSP and procurement support policy, as was
designed for cereals during
the Green Revolution time,
needs to be revisited given
that huge surpluses of wheat
and rice have emerged, the
committee said.

“Congratulations to Shri
@NBirenSingh Ji on being sworn-in as
the Chief Minister of Manipur. I am
confident his team and he would take
Manipur to newer heights of progress
and continue the good work done in
the last five years,” Modi tweeted.
On his behalf, Singh said, “Under
the leadership of the Prime Minister
I will fulfill the aspirations of the people”.
The BJP stormed back to power
with a majority, 32 seats in the recently held Assembly polls.
Governor La Ganesan administered the oath of office and secrecy to
Singh, who was elected from Heingang
assembly constituency in the recently concluded 12th Manipur Assembly
elections,
Five MLAs, four from the BJP and
one from the Naga People’s Front
(NPF), were sworn in as members of

"For wheat and rice, there
has to be a cap on procurement
which is commensurate to the
needs of the Public
Distribution System (PDS).
The open-ended procurement
policy needs to be discontinued
as it is distorting the composition of agricultural output in
certain states with its adjunct
environmental consequences,"
the report said.
The committee gave a few
options on how to proceed further looking at least 10 years
ahead. "One of the options that
the committee deliberated
upon is to allocate the current
expenditure by the Central
Government on procurement,
storage and PDS of wheat and
rice across states based on an
objective formula giving due
weightage to production, procurement and poverty. The
States should be given the freedom to devise their own
approaches to support farmers
and protect poor consumers in
their respective States," the
report said.
The committee recommended that procurement of
crops at a declared MSP can be
the prerogative of the States as
per their specific agricultural
policy priorities.
Another option suggested
by the panel was to give freedom of choice to beneficiaries
of PDS to choose cash transfers
equivalent to MSP + 25 per
cent for every kg of grain entitlement or get it in kind (wheat
or rice).
A concrete road map for
gradual diversification from
paddy to more sustainable
high-value crops, especially in
Punjab-Haryana belt, needs to
be formulated, the committee
said.

the council of Ministers.
Singh began his career as a footballer and got recruited in the Border
Security Force playing for its team. He
resigned from the BSF and began the
vernacular daily Naharolgi Thoudang
in 1992 and worked as its editor till
2001
BJP national president J P Nadda,
Assam Chief Minister Himanta Biswa
Sarma, Tripura Chief Minister Biplab
Kumar Deb, deputy Chief Minister of
Nagaland Yanthungo Patton, former
Chief Minister and senior Congress
leader Okram Ibobi Singh, newly
elected MLAs of the BJP, the Janata Dal
(United), the Congress, the NPF, the
Kuki People’s Alliance (KPA) and the
top officials of the State were also present during Monday’s swearing-in
ceremony held for the first time after
three decades at the lawn of the Raj
Bhavan in Imphal.
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The World Health Organization too has
warned the public not to be complacent as the
increasing cases reported from world over are
just the "tip of the iceberg".
The IIT Kanpur study had said its analysis will be deeply impacted by how and when
the next variant arrives. Of the 1.81 billion vaccine doses distributed among the population
of about 1.4 billion, more than 20 million are
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Gurugram: Akriti (name
changed) at the age of 41 was
recently diagnosed with breast
cancer. She couldn’t believe
the diagnosis and rushed to the
oncologist for a second opinion.
The medical oncologist
during her counselling
informed her that she required
several rounds of chemotherapy to improve her chance of
being cured.
The doctor also told her
the potential side effects of
chemotherapy that included
fatigue, vomiting, weight
changes & massive hair
loss.
While her cancer could be
most likely cured, like any
other individual, Akriti didn’t
want others to know she had
cancer and was worried that
her physical appearance &
baldness would make it obvious and soon people will come
to know about her illness.
She has barely adjusted to
all this and accepted the fact of
hair loss when to her surprise
she was introduced to scalp
cooling technology.
SR
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He gave enough indications, time and again, of making a foray into politics. It has
been learnt that the AAP had
been in talks with Harbhajan
since long. Now with the AAP
coming to power with thumping mandate, Harbhajan choose
the party to enter the political
arena.
After filing his nominations, Harbhajan said that his
main focus would be sports.
Chadha, party’s Punjab affairs
co-in-charge and a great confidant of AAP’s national convener and Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal, played a significant role in party’s victory
in the State handling a range of
responsibilities including campaigning, and ticket distribution.
At 33, he will be the
youngest Rajya Sabha member,
according to official records.
Presently,
39-year-old
renowned boxer Mary Kom a member nominated by the
President - is the youngest.
Chadha won from Rajinder
Nagar Assembly Constituency
in 2020 Delhi Assembly
Elections and went on to
become vice-chairman of the
Delhi Jal Board.
An associate professor at
the Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT), Delhi,
Pathak has been a major architect of the AAP’s Punjab victory
while remaining behind-thescreen.
It has been learnt that
Pathak has spent most of the
past three years in Punjab,
preparing the party for polls,
besides conducting several crucial surveys to select candidates.
Pathak is also touted as
“AAP’s Chanakya”, who joined
the party to realize Kejriwal’s
dream of a corruption-free
India. He had also played significant role in managing 2020
elections in Delhi.
An academic reformer,
social activist, and philanthropist, Mittal is the founder
chancellor of the Lovely
Professional University(LPU).
Starting from a sweetmeat shop
business, Mittal has come a
long way up to become an
accomplished automotive
entrepreneur.
Under his leadership, LPU
secured third rank amongst all
private universities in India in
the Atal Ranking of Institutions
on Innovation Achievements
(ARIIA).

boosters.
One of India's top virologists, T Jacob John,
has favoured booster dose saying completing
a full Covid immunisation schedule of two primary doses followed by a booster dose is
absolutely crucial. "It is not the end of coronavirus, nor is it in the pandemic state.
Immunisation schedule must be completed by
all individuals if we have to win this war against
Covid," John said at an event held here
recently during the release of his book titled
"Polio: The Eradication Imbroglio".
Founder-chairman of Bharat Biotech,
Krishna Ella, was also present at the event.
Infections in India have fallen to their lowest in more than a year, however, 1,549 new
cases were reported in the past 24 hours and
31 deaths.
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n order to deal with the
menace of waterlogging during the monsoon season, the
Delhi Government has started
developing relevant infrastructure in the national
Capital at 147 hotspots identified by the Public Works
Department (PWD) to prevent
flooding.
Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal held a highlevel review meeting on
Monday to discuss the Delhi
Drainage Master Plan. In the

I

meeting, it was decided that the
Government will rope in consultants to look after the
Najafgarh Basin as well as the
trans-Yamuna and Barapulla
Basin.
The move aims at resolving
Delhi’s drainage problems.
Kejriwal also laid focus on
bringing the entire project
under the purview of one
agency. The meeting was
attended by Deputy Chief
Minister Manish Sisodia who
holds the PWD portfolio, as well
senior officials of the department. The officials presented the
whole action plan to the Chief
Minister and also apprised him
of the timelines of the appointments of consultants.
Kejriwal said, “The problem of drainage and waterlogging affects every citizen of
Delhi. If the Delhi Government
can look after the whole project
we will be able to overcome
significant challenges and make

the system world-class.”
There are about 2,846
drains in Delhi. Their length
totals to about 3,692 kilometres.
A major part of these drains
comes under the PWD. Delhi
is divided into three major
natural drainage basins, transYamuna, Barapullah and
Najafgarh. In addition, there
are also some small drainage
basins in Aruna Nagar and
Chandrawal, which drain
directly into the Yamuna.
Kejriwal further directed
officials to make necessary
preparations to seek approvals
from all agencies concerned so
that the Delhi Government can
take the responsibility of the
whole project. The Chief
Minister has also directed officers to resolve the problem of
waterlogging during heavy rains
soon. For this purpose, necessary changes will be made in
every wastewater drain and
storm water drain so that even

during heavy rains, better
drainage can be ensured and the
problem of waterlogging can be
resolved, the office of the Chief
Minister said in a statement.
In the meeting, a detailed
action plan for augmenting
24-hour and clean tap-water
supply to all households in
Delhi was discussed. The Chief
Minister was informed of the
progress in the repair and construction of new Sewage
Treatment Plants (STPs).
“The project for the construction of the STP at the
Coronation Pillar has already
been completed, whereas the
one in Okhla will be completed by December 2022. STPs
with a total capacity of 239
MGD will be added by June
2023. The progress of projects
for the up-gradation/augmentation of the existing STPs and
CETPs, including the industrial
drains was also discussed,” it
said.
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by the
progress-orientIednfluenced
politics of the
Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP), a large
chunk of the Congress’
Himachal wing joined the
party in the presence of AAP
Himachal Pradesh election incharge and Delhi Cabinet
Minister
Satyendar
Jain.
Congress leader Manish
Thakur along with several
other leaders joined the AAP,
saying that they were inspired
by the Kejriwal Model of
Governance. On this occasion,
Jain said that the party is
receiving an overwhelmingly
spectacular response through-

out Himachal Pradesh and
people are ready to vote for
change.
Jain further stated: “A week
ago the AAP decided to contest
all 68 seats in the Himachal
Pradesh Assembly elections. I
had made this declaration in
the State capital Shimla as well.
Following that, we have
received an overwhelmingly
spectacular response from the
State. Many young and vigilant
leaders from across Himachal
Pradesh have come forward
today to join the party.”
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he Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) on Monday
launched a ‘Human-Chain
Banner’ campaign in which
banners were put up on all flyovers in Delhi stating, "BJP got
MCD elections postponed and
ran away fearing defeat."
The move came days after
the State Election Commission
(SEC) stated that the elections
would be held in April 2022 but
deferred the announcement of
dates. The SEC, in its official
statement, had said that the
polls have not been delayed but
legal opinion would have to be
taken in light of the Union
Government’s plan to reunify
the three municipalities.
AAP senior leader and

T
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he East Delhi Municipal
Corporation (EDMC) on
T
Monday announced that all
zonal and circle offices of the
property tax department will
remain open on the weekends
till 31st March, said a senior
corporation official.
The Commissioner of
EDMC, Vikas Anand said that
the decision is taken to facilitate the tax payers in filing their
property tax and to achieve the
assigned target of the assessment and collection department for the current financial
year.
“The property tax offices
will remain open from 10:00
am to 5:00 p.m. adequate
arrangements have been made
in the property tax offices in
this regard. All property owners/occupiers are advised to pay
their property tax by 31 March
2022 positively,” the EDMC
said in a statement.
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party’s MCD in-charge
Durgesh Pathak said: “Ever
since the MCD elections have
been deferred, the people are
highly disappointed and disheartened. The BJP is afraid of
defeat in the election that is
why it conspired to defer the
elections. Everyone is well
aware that the BJP manipulated the Centre and the SEC to
make such an announcement
out of its fear of losing the
MCDs to the AAP, and that,
too, by a significant margin.”

struction of the Pragati Maidan
tunnel project and road corridor and said the facility will be
opened
within
a
month.
Sisodia also posted pictures of the Pragati Maidan
tunnel and underpasses on
Bhairon Marg and the Ring
Road on Twitter.
"Reviewed the construction
of the roads and tunnel
around/under Pragati Maidan,
Bhairon Marg, Mathura Road
and Ring Road. This corridor
will soon ease traffic in and
around Ring Road and India
Gate. The work is almost complete and will be ready to be
opened in a month," Sisodia
said in a tweet.
In the pictures, major construction works along with

Delhi court on Monday
deferred for March 23 the
A
order on the bail plea of former
JNU student Umar Khalid in a
case of larger conspiracy in
connection with the northeast Delhi riots in February
2020.Additional Sessions Judge
Amitabh Rawat, who was
scheduled to pronounce the
order on Monday, posted the
matter for Wednesday, saying
it was not ready.

elhi’s peak power demand is
likely to cross 8000 MW for
D
the first time this summer, a
power discom spokesperson
said on Monday.
This figure is more than the
all-time peak power demand of
7409 MW recorded in 2019. The
peak power demand in 2021
recorded 7323 MW while in
2020, it clocked 6314 MW.
A senior discom official

painting on walls of the tunnel
and underpasses have been
completed.
Earlier this month, Sisodia,
who also holds the Public
Works Department (PWD)
portfolio, had convened a
review meeting with department officials on the project
and had directed officials to
expedite the construction work.
He had said the facility will be
opened by May.
Under the project, the

PWD is constructing a 1.2-kmlong tunnel and six underpasses at an estimated cost of
Rs 777 crore.
The tunnel will start near
the National Sports Complex of
India (NSCI) on the Purana
Qila Road and pass underneath
the redeveloped Pragati
Maidan to culminate at the
Ring Road near Pragati Power
station. The construction work
of the tunnel was started in
March 2018.
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ith seven new cases of
dengue reported this
W
week in the national capital, the

ith the aim to provide tap
water connection to each
W
and every resident of its area
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total number of people infected by the vector borne diseases
has reached 69 this year,
according to the reports
released by the three civic
agencies on Monday.
Eleven cases of malaria
and 14 cases of Chikungunya
also reported this year, the
report stated. Out of the total
cases, a total of 52 dengue
cases were recorded this year till
March 19. The remaining cases
traced in the city belong to others states. Dengue mosquito larvae breed in clear, standing
water, while those of malaria
thrive even in dirty water. Cases
of vector-borne diseases are
usually reported between July
and November, but the period
may stretch till mid-December.
For the January 1-March
19 period, six cases each were
recorded last year and in 2020,
five in 2019, while ten cases
were logged in 2018 and nine

in 2017, the report stated.
Cases of vector-borne diseases are usually reported
between July and November,
but the period may stretch till
mid-December.
Last year, 9,613 dengue
cases, the highest number of
cases of the vector-borne disease was recorded in the
national capital in a year since
2015, and 23 deaths were
reported. In the years prior to
2021, the total dengue cases
reported were — 4431 (2016),
4726 (2017), 2798 (2018), 2036
(2019) and 1072 (2020),
according to the report.
In 2015, the city had witnessed a massive outbreak of
dengue, when the number of
dengue cases reported has
crossed 10,600 in October
itself, making it the worst outbreak of the vector-borne disease in the national capital
since 1996.
The number of dengue
fatalities logged in 2021 was the
highest in the national capital
since 2016, when the officially
reported death count was 10.

The court had reserved
the order on March 3 after
hearing arguments from the
counsel appearing for Khalid
and the prosecution.During
the arguments, the accused
told the court that the prosecution lacked the evidence to
prove its case against him.
Khalid and several others
have been booked under the
anti-terror law in the case for
being "masterminds" of the
February 2020 riots, which
had left 53 people dead and

over 700 injured.
The violence had erupted
during the protests against the
CAA and the National Register
of Citizens.
Besides Khalid, activist
Khalid Saifi, JNU students
Natasha
Nar wal
and
Devangana Kalita, Jamia
Coordination Committee
members Safoora Zargar, former AAP councillor Tahir
Hussain and several others
have been booked under the
stringent law in the case.
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cluster bus caught fire on
Monday morning in
A
northwest Delhi's Kanjhawala
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said that the peak power
demand in BRPL’ area of South
and West Delhi, which had
clocked 3118 MW and 2815
MW during the summers of
2021 and 2020 respectively, is
expected to reach around 3500
MW during the summers of
2022.
On the other hand, in BYPL’
area of East and Central Delhi,
the peak power demand, which
had reached 1656 MW and
1439 MW during the summers

of 2021 and 2020 respectively, is
expected to touch around 1800
MW this year, he said.
The official said that the
BSES discoms has geared-up to
source adequate electricity to
meet the power demand of over
18 million residents in South,
West, East and Central Delhi.
These arrangements include
long term PPAs and banking
arrangements with Tamil Nadu,
Himachal Meghalaya, Sikkim,
Goa and Aunachal Pradesh.

area.The information about
the blaze was received around
8.30 am following which two
fire tenders were rushed to the
spot, fire department officials
said.
The fire was brought under
control by around 9 am. No
casualty has been reported,
they said.A senior police officer said the bus had encountered a technical issue and
when the driver came out to
check, the vehicle caught
fire.
The vehicle had come out
of the depot and there were no
passengers inside the bus when
it caught fire.
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he Directorate of Education
(DoE) of the Delhi
T
Government has geared up to
bridge the learning gap and rebuild the foundational competencies of students in the new
academic session.
The new academic session
in Delhi Government Schools
is starting from April 1 and it
would be the first time that students would be attending the
new session physically after a
series of lockdowns because of
the Covid-19 pandemic in the
last two years, the DoE said in
a statement.
Director of Education,
Himanshu Gupta, conducted a
meeting on Monday and
directed
officials
of
Government schools to exclusively focus on emotional wellbeing and foundational skills in
the first quarter of session
2022-23 for students of classes
3-9th. Explaining the rationale of the approach, Gupta
said that the class-wise syllabus
would be reduced to give
opportunity to every child to
not just re-build their foundational competencies but also

build conceptual clarity before
taking up subject-wise topics.
“Teachers will be specially
trained to address learning
related issues of children in the
new session and implement the
two-phase plan in schools. A
weekly review will be conducted by the Director of
Education to assess the implementation of the plan,” he
added.
Principal Advisor to
Director Education, Shailendra
Sharma, highlighted the need
of teaching the students at a
level where they are at, rather
than imposing the syllabus.
“The focus in schools would be
on basic reading, writing and
numeracy skills under ‘Mission
Buniyaad’, so that a strong
foundation is laid for the students,” he said.
"This year, the DoE has
decided to include students of
9th standard especially in the
‘Happiness Class’ and ‘Mission
Buniyaad’ classes as all their
previous classes in the past two
years were conducted online
and they might need assistance
to recover from the learning
loss in the past two years," the
DoE said in a statement.
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under the “Har Ghar Jal”
scheme launched by the
Centre, the New Delhi
Municipal Council (NDMC) is
making a detailed feasibility
report for implementing this

scheme in all 18 Jhuggi-Jhopri
(JJ) Cluster areas of New Delhi.
Kuljeet Singh Chahal, a
member of the NDMC said
that in Vivekanand Camp, 400
households will be provided
piped/tap water as a pilot project by June 2022.
Chahal said that as many as
18 major JJ Clusters and small
residential areas in New Delhi

do not have piped/tap network
connections and these are fed
through water tankers. “All 18
JJ Clusters will be provided
with pipe connection within a
year. Besides, nine tanks of
10,000 KL overhead tanks will
be installed for ensuring water
supply in this area,” he added.
“Usually, people living in
these clusters get drinking

water through tankers. In many
cases, labourers who leave early
in the morning for work do not
get water due to the uncertain
timing of tankers carrying
water for them. The situation
also leads to a minor scuffle.
Now, with this initiative, people will get water any time,” he
said.
The NDMC water supply

network is receiving 120 KLD
water supplies from the Delhi
Jal Board to further supply it to
the domestic, non domestic
and bulk consumers through a
450 km length of pipelines.
The NDMC is going to
organise a water connection
camp in BK Dutt Colony from
March 23 for the residents of
the local area.
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pposition leaders from
across the political spectrum on Monday hailed the
work of Minister for Road
Transport and Highways Nitin
Gadkari but at the same time
also flagged concerns on certain aspects like quality of
roads, their maintenance and
alleged transparency deficit in
toll collection.
Participating in the discussion on the 'demand for
grants of Ministry of Road
Transport and Highways' for
2022-23 in Lok Sabha, most
MPs, both from Opposition
and treasury benches, began
their address by lauding the
work done by Gadkari in the
road transport sector, especially his hands-on approach.
A number of Opposition
MPs also flagged issues of concern and called for speeding up
of ongoing projects.
CPI(M) MP from Kerala A
M Ariff thanked Gadkari for
the development of national
highways in Kerala in a timebound manner.
Underlining that road
transport has an important
role in employment generation,
Ariff alleged that this government is adopting an approach

O

of excessively relying on the
private sector for the development of roads.
He also claimed that private companies are “looting”
the people for years and years
and there is no transparency in
the amount collected as tolls.
"As per the agreement
made by the NHAI (National
Highways Authority of India)
with the private players, after
the construction cost is recovered the toll rates are to be
reduced to 40 per cent. But
what is happening that rates are
hiked every now and then on
the whims and fancies of private players, and NHAI and
central government remaining mute spectators," Ariff said
and demanded a white paper
on the toll collected so far as
part of various projects in the
country./
BSP MP Danish Ali also
praised the ministry, saying it
has done a lot of good work in
recent years.
"Personally, I would like to
compliment ministers of this
ministry for the good work
they have done all these years,"
he said. However, Ali expressed
concern over the issue of the
about Rs 3,38,000 crore debt of
the NHAI and wondered how
that will be overcome.

The fund allocation has
gone up three times but the
speed of highway construction
does not match that, Ali said.
National Conference MP
Hasnain Masoodi praised
Gadkari for his work but
flagged concern over the quality of roads being constructed.
While objecting to the
absence of Gadkari during the
discussion on demands for
grants for his ministry, RSP’s N
K Premachandran noted that
Gadkari is doing a good job.
Parliamentary ethics demanded that the Minister who was
seeking approval of Lok Sabha
for spending Rs 1.9 lakh crore
during 2022-23 should be present in the House, he added.
Congress Lok Sabha member M K Vishnu Prasad said the
previous UPA governments
laid the foundation of developing road connectivity in the
country, which has led to its
road network becoming the
second largest globally.
Congress MP from
Himachal Pradesh Pratibha
Singh flagged the issue of the
need for an efficient road network in the hill state to boost
its economic development and
lamented the slow pace of
four-laning of highways in her
state.
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ith the exodus of
W
Kashmiri Pandits back in
discussion following the
Bollywood movie ‘Kashmir
Files’, Congress member in
Rajya Sabha Vivek Tankha is
likely to urge the Government
by bringing a private member
Bill in the Upper House to
ensure rehabilitation of the
community in the Valley without delay, with a focus on
restoration of encroached properties and providing a large
security and employment
umbrella to encourage their
return.
The Kashmiri Pandit
(Recourse,
Restitution,
Rehabilitation
and
Resettlement) Act, to be introduced by Tankha in the Rajya

Sabha, may test the BJP
Government, as it seeks expert
committees to issue a white
paper on the atrocities and
plight of Kashmiri Pandits till
now, and an enquiry commission to look into the “genocide”
and “mass exodus”.
While the white paper, to
be compiled by a panel headed by a retired Chief Justice of
India, will also cover the eight
years of BJP regime at the
Centre and its earlier government in the state, the enquiry
commission is bound to look
into the 1989 period when the
exodus took place under the
VP Singh government which
was supported by BJP. The
governor in J&K then was
Jagmohan, a BJP loyalist. Both
the issues have figured prominently in Congress’s response to

BJP’s attack on rivals over the
Kashmiri Pandits exodus.
Tankha’s bill seeks to institute an elaborate infrastructure
to facilitate the return of
Kashmiri Pandits to the Valley,
with a focus on security, heavy
investments for promoting
entrepreneurship among families who return, quotas for
education and jobs, and a
monthly family support for
them. Above all, it wants the
community to be declared a
“minority” under the National
Commission for Minorities
Act. The bill wants restoration
of the property of Pandits that
has fallen to encroachment. It
says that all the property sold
after 1989-90 should be
declared “distress sale” which is
null and void, and restored to
original owners.
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he Government on
Monday
informed
Parliament recruitment of soldiers in the Indian Army has
remained suspended mainly
to curb the spread of Covid-19
and the Government has not
stopped it.
Making this assertion in
the Rajya Sabha, minister of
state for defence Ajay Bhatt said
the recruitment rallies draw
huge crowds of aspirants.
"Coronavirus infections
have slowed down but it is not
over yet.
Big crowds come for
recruitment in the Indian
Army. Big (recruitment) fairs
are organised for the purpose.
Therefore we have suspended
(the recruitment process in
Army) so that the virus does
not spread. We have not
stopped it."
He also said online examinations for the IAF and the
Navy, however, were taking
place while replying to a supplementary to a starred question in Rajya Sabha. Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh said 90
to 100 recruitment rallies are
held all over the country to
cover every region.
According to the written
reply tabled in the House, after
the pandemic hit India in 2020,
the recruitment in India Army
remained suspended during
2020-21 and 2021-22.
However, according to the
reply, 2,722 persons were

T

enrolled in the Indian Navy
and 8,423 person in the Indian
Air Force in 2020-21.
Similarly, 5,547 persons
were enrolled in the Indian
Navy and 4,609 in the IAF in
2021-22. In 2018-19, 53,431
candidates were enrolled in
the Indian Army while the
number was 80,572 in 2019-20.
The written reply also stated, "Sufficient recruitment is
undertaken to meet manpower requirements of the Indian
Armed Forces."
Fielding a question posed
by Vandana Chavan(NCP)on
recruiting women in armed
forces in combat roles, Bhatt
said the provisions for recruitment of women in the armed
forces are being adhered to and
the other issue (combat roles)
is under consideration.
Among other issues that
came up in the House,
Priyanka Chaturvedi(Shiv
Sena)asked the government to
come out with clear guidelines
for booster doses for those
under 60 and said several countries are imposing strict conditions for foreign travellers.
Raising the issue of unemployment in the country, V
Sivadasan(CPM) said public
sector companies are not
recruiting properly. In
December 2021, he said India
had 53 million unemployed
people. The House proceedings
were adjourned briefly till 12
noon as all the listed Zero Hour
and special mentions for the
morning session were taken up.
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he Government would consider
whether to scrap the privilege of an
T
MP recommending the admission of 10
students to Central schools in an academic year after consulting all political
parties. It will also mull over whether
disabled children could be given certificates of disability in the camps organized in schools to avoid discomfort
to parents and their wards.
The issue to end the privilege of
MPs came in the Lok Sabha after
Congress member Manish Tewari said
the 10-seat quota for the MPs is inadequate as they receive a lot of requests for recommendations for central schools’ seats.
Tewari said the quota should either end or
be enhanced. Speaker Om Birla directed Union
Education Minister Dharmendra Pradhan to
hold a meeting with the leaders of political parties in the House on the issue.
“Let the minister hold a meeting with the
leaders of political parties in the House to decide
whether the MPs quota in central schools should
be ended. Why should we have this discriminatory quota? A decision will be taken after discussions with the leaders of the parties,” Birla
said.
Pradhan said if the House is unanimous in
ending the MP quota, the Government can work
in that direction, Pradhan said.
“We are people's representatives. We are not
representatives of a few,” the Minister said adding
the quota was increased from the initial two to
five and now 10 seats (per academic year)
A number of MPs opposed the move, saying MPs often receive lots of requests for the rec-

ommendations of central school seats and the
10-seat quota is inadequate and should be
enhanced.
“It would be very difficult to do away with
it,” Trinamool Congress member Mahua Moitra
said.
During question hour, BJP MP Aparajita
Sarangi sought the Government to issue disability certificates to school children in the camps
organized in schools itself as their parents find
it difficult to get such a certificate ( for admission under disabled quota) under the current
procedure that requires running around and a
good time to spend. She also asked that the
quota be increased .Another member said
there are not many specialized institutes in the
country to train special trainers for such children and sought more staff trained in the sign
language.
Pradhan said the Government would consider these good suggestions and would think
about organizing camps in schools to give disability certificates.
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he Government on
Monday allayed apprehenT
sions about shortage of crude
oil due to the ongoing conflict
in Ukraine and said import of
oil from Russia is “miniscule.”
Moreover, its relations in terms
of oil trade with the US are
robust.
Giving this assurance in the
Rajya Sabha, Petroleum
Minister Hardeep Puri also
said the government is constantly reviewing the situation.
He informed the house crude
oil imports from Russia are
miniscule at just 0.2 per cent of
total such imports till January
this fiscal.
"About the increased oil
import concerns...We require
total of five million barrels
per day. Sixty per cent of it
comes from Gulf.

We have imported from
Russia, just 0.419 million metric tonnes...That is 0.2 per cent
of total requirement (during
April-January this fiscal),"
Puri said in the Rajya
Sabha while replying to a supplementary to a starred question.
According to the written
reply tabled in the House, in
financial year 2020-21, India
imported 85 per cent of its
crude oil requirements and 54
per cent of its natural gas
requirement.
According to Petroleum
Planning and Analysis Cell
(PPAC), India's major sources
of crude oil imports are Iraq,
Saudi Arabia, the UAE,
Nigeria and the US. Indian
Oil and Gas Public Sector
Undertakings had imported
approximately less than 1 per
cent of its total crude oil import

from Russia in the year 20212022 (till January). He also said
even now the total amount (of
crude oil supply) contracted
will be three days supply from
Russia to India and that also
spreads over next three to four
months. Replying to another
supplementary, he said, "Our

oil companies have invested
about USD 16 billion in Russia
(since Vajpayee government's
term). Some of those investments are very profitable."
About plans of certain
companies to exit from Russia,
he informed the House, "The
discussion on whether western

oil entities are exiting from
some of these (oil and gas)
facilities (in Russia)...We are in
discussion with some of these
western
oil
entities.
As regards oil trade with
the US, he said in 2020-21,
India imported 14 million metric tons of crude from the US.
This represented 7.3 per cent of
our requirement as against less
than 1 percent from the
Russian Federation.
"In the current (fiscal year)
the imports from the US are
likely to grow to 16.8 mmt or
a value of about USD 10 billion
of crude oil. If I add the amount
of gas which we are importing
and coal, I think the figure
comes to USD 13.5 billion of
imports from the US. There is
a robust relationship and I see
it continue for some time," he
added.
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t has been a homecoming for
Shiva Bhairava, a 9th-10th
Icentury
CE (common era)
sandstone sculpture from
Rajasthan; the child-saint
Sambandar, a 12th century CE
bronze statue from Tamil
Nadu; a painting of Shiva and
Parvati, Lord Vishnu and his
forms; Jain tradition; and portraits and decorative objects
besides a few other antiquities.
Overall, 29 stolen antiquities have been recently brought
back to India from Australia.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Monday after inspecting these stolen antiquities dating as far back as the 9th
Century thanked his Australian
counterpart Scott Morrison
for the return of the precious
items, while speaking at the
second India-Australia virtual

summit on Monday.
He said the antiquities had
been illegally taken from
Rajasthan, West Bengal,
Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh and
other States. Some of these artefacts went missing over 53
years ago.
According
to
Archaeological Survey of India
(ASI) officials, the antiquities
would be sent back to the
States where they were stolen
from, in case FIRs were filed.
In a tweet, the Culture Ministry
said the “antiquities were divided into six broad categories:
Shiva and his disciples; worshipping Shakti; Lord Vishnu
and his forms; Jain tradition;
and portraits and decorative
objects.”
The official said with these
antiquities from Australia, the
number of retrieved antiquities
since 2014 had reached 228.

Three more — one each from
Italy, the United Kingdom and
Australia — would soon be
brought back as they had been
handed over to Indian high
commissions in those countries
Modi and Morrison at the
virtual summit reviewed the
progress on various initiatives
under the Comprehensive
Strategic Partnership between
India and Australia. The
retrieval of artefacts came as
part of India’s ongoing effort to
get back stolen heritage sculptures and paintings from other
nations, officials said.
“The process kicked into
motion the moment the
authorities were made aware
that the artefacts were purchased by Australia. It took
almost a year to repatriate
these stolen artefacts,” an official familiar with the matter
said. “These were received by

the ASI last week.”
Three more have been
retrieved by Indian authorities
in Italy, UK and Australia and
will be received by the country
in the coming week, the official
mentioned above added.
These include a 500-yearold statue of Hanuman from
Australia, the sculpture of
Avalokiteshwara Padamapani
from Italy and Yogini idol from
the UK. “Avalokiteshwara
Padamapani idol went missing
from the country’s most important Buddhist pilgrimage sites,
the Devisthan Kundalpur
Temple in Bihar more than two
decades ago. The statue depicts
Buddha holding the stem of a
blossoming lotus in his left
hand, with two female attendants below his feet. It was
sculpted for the temple sometime between the eighth and
12th centuries,” the official

said.
With the Antiquity and
Art Treasures Act of 1972, the
ASI has been tasked with preventing theft and illegal export
and regulating the domestic
trade of antiquities. They also
retrieve artefacts listed as stolen
and known to reside in other
nations.
“Many of the artefacts
repatriated today were stolen by
the infamous art dealer
Subhash Kapoor,” the official
said. Kapoor, an Indian
American art dealer, was convicted in 2019 for running an
international art smuggling
racket. ASI is also working on
a plan to put the artefacts on
display. Many of the retrieved
treasures are now housed in the
Gallery of Retrieved and
Confiscated Antiquities at the
Purana Qila in the national
capital.
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GC chairman M Jagadesh
Kumar on Monday said
U
the Central Universities will
have to use Common
University Entrance Test
(CUET) scores to admit students to undergraduate programmes. He said the CUET, in
all likelihood, will be conducted in the first week of July. This
means that apart from the eligibility criterion of different
universities, Class 12 board
examination marks will not
have any bearing on the admission of the students.
"From the 2022-23 academic year, the National Testing
Agency will be conducting the

CUET for undergraduate and
postgraduate programmes. All
the central universities will
have to consider CUET scores
for admissions to their programmes," Kumar said in a
Press briefing. There are 45
central universities funded by
the University Grants
Commission (UGC).
The syllabus of the CUET
will be mirrored with the Class
12 model syllabus of the
NCERT, Kumar said. The
CUET will have Section 1A,
Section 1B, general test and
domain-specific subjects.
Section 1A, which will be compulsory, will be in 13 languages and candidates can
choose the language of their
choice.
Under the domain-specific subjects, a candidate can
choose up to a maximum of six
domains that they wish to pursue at the undergraduate level,
Kumar said. There are some
universities that have general

test as eligible criteria for
admission to even domainspecific courses so that is a part
of the CUET, he said.
The CUET will be held in
two shifts. In the first shift, candidates will be able to write one
language, two domain-specific papers and the general test.
In the second shift, candidates
can write the remaining four
domain-specific subjects and
section
1B,
Kumar
said.
Talking about the benefits
of CUET, he said it will provide
equal opportunities to students
from across boards, especially
to those from the northeast and
rural areas. The CUET is also
expected to reduce financial
burden on parents and students, as candidates will only
have to write one exam.
The state universities, private universities and deemed to
be universities can also use
CUET scores for admissions if
they want, he said.
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rinamool Congress (TMC)
MP Abhishek Banerjee on
T
Monday appeared before the
Enforcement Directorate (ED)
here for questioning in a
money laundering case linked
to a coal scam in West Bengal.
Banerjee, 34, who is the
TMC's national general secretary, reported at the new office
of the ED in Central Delhi an
hour before noon on Monday.
"I've cooperated with ED
without making any excuses.
These investigating agencies
have been functioning under
BJP's dictatorship. Since they
are failing to take on TMC
democratically, they are using
the central agencies to scare the
opposition," he said after the
questioning session.
Banerjee's statement was
recorded under the Prevention
of Money Laundering Act
(PMLA) and he is said to have
been confronted with some
"evidence" gathered during

investigation of
the case. His role
and links with
other accused is
being investigated, officials said.
The Diamond
Harbour MP was
once questioned
in this case in
September last
year.
Banerjee, the nephew of
West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee, told
reporters at the Kolkata airport
on Sunday that the BJP government at the Centre is using
the ED and the Central Bureau
of Investigation (CBI) for its
political interests as it was
unable to accept the setback in
the 2021 West Bengal assembly
polls. His wife Rujira also left
with him for the national capital and is expected to join the
ED probe in the same case on
Tuesday.
The ED summons against
the two came after the Delhi
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he Directorate General of
Civil Aviation (DGCA) in
T
its monthly report on Monday

High Court on March 11 dismissed a plea by the couple
challenging the agency notices
asking them to appear in the
national capital instead of
Kolkata.
The agency lodged the case
under the provisions of the
PMLA based on a November
2020 FIR registered by the
CBI that alleged a multi-crore
coal pilferage scam related to
Eastern Coalfields Limited
mines in the state's Kunustoria
and Kajora areas in and around
Asansol, headquarters of the
Paschim Bardhaman district of
West Bengal.

said that around 76.96 lakh
domestic passengers travelled
by air in February, approximately 20 per cent more than
the 64.08 lakh who flew in
January. The February figure
is a sign that the domestic aviation market is recovering after
the 43 perncent dip that was
observed in January due to the
Omicron variant of the
Coronavirus.
In December last year, 1.12
crore domestic passengers travelled by air. The passenger
load factors -- which means
occupancy rates -- increased
for all Indian carriers in
February as compared to
January. The load factors of
SpiceJet, IndiGo, Vistara, Go
First, Air India and AirAsia
India were 89.1 percent, 85.2
percent, 87.1 percent, 87 percent, 84.1 percent and 83.2 per-

cent, respectively, in February
2022, it mentioned.
However, in January 2022,
the occupancy rates of these
carriers had been 73.4 percent,
66.6 percent, 61.6 percent, 66.7
percent, 60.6 percent and 60.5
percent, respectively, it added.
In the last two years, the aviation sector has been significantly impacted due to the
travel restrictions imposed in
India and other countries in
view of the Covid pandemic.
IndiGo — India's largest
carrier — carried 39.51 lakh
passengers in February, a 51.3
per cent share of the domestic
market, the DGCA said.
SpiceJet flew 8.2 lakh passengers and Air India flew 8.55
lakh passengers in February,
according to the data shared by
the DGCA.
Vistara, Go First, AirAsia
India and Alliance Air carried
7.49 lakh, 7.34 lakh, 4.46 lakh
and 1.12 lakh passengers,
respectively, in February, the
data showed.
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resident Ram Nath Kovind
on Monday conferred two
P
Padma Vibhushan, eight
Padma Bhushan and 54 Padma
Shri Awards for the year 2022,
at Rashtrapati Bhavan.
Amongst the prominent
awardees at today’s Investiture
ceremony
are
Padma
Vibhushan recipients; Radhey
Shyam and General Bipin
Rawat (Posthumous), Ghulam
Nabi Azad, Gurmeet Bawa
(Posthumous),
N
Chandrasekharan, Devendra
Jhajharia, Rashid Khan, Rajiv
Mehrishi, Para-shooter Avani
Lekhara, Dr Cyrus Poonawalla,
and Sachchidanand Swami
who received the Padma
Bhushan awards.
General Bipin Rawat
(posthumous), the first Chief of
Defence Staff, who died in a
helicopter crash late last year,
was awarded the Padma
Vibhushan. Rawat's daughters
Kritika and Tarini received the
award on his behalf.
Late chairman of Gita
Press Radhey Shyam's son
received the Padma Vibhushan
(Posthumous), in the field of
literature and education.
Senior Cong leader
Ghulam Nabi Azad received his
Padma Bhushan award, in the
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ational Commission for
Women
(NCW)
Chairperson Rekha Sharma
wrote to the UP director general of police (DGP) to take stringent action against a person
and his family members for
beating and throwing the former's wife out of her matrimonial house for voting for a political party of her choice.
The NCW move comes in
the backdrop of several media
reporting that a married Muslim
woman from Bareilly (UP) was
beaten by her husband and
thrown out of her matrimonial
house for voting for a political
party not of her husband's
choice.The victim's husband also
threatened to give her 'triple
talaq’ (divorce) for her 'temerity'.
Taking cognisance of the
incident, the NCW sought registration of an FIR under relevant
provisions of the law.
"The action taken in the
matter must be apprised to the
commission within seven days,"
the NCW said in its statement
issued on Monday. A copy of the
letter has also been sent to the
senior superintendent of police
(SSP) of Bareilly.
Uzma and her husband

N
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field of Public Affairs. Azad,
one of the top politicians of
Jammu & Kashmir, has served
as the chief minister of the erstwhile state between 2005 and
2008. He was the Union health
minister from 2009 and 2014,
and subsequently served as
the Leader of Opposition in
Rajya Sabha till February 2021.
“The country recognises
work. It feels good when there
is recognition of my work. It
motivates me to work for the
country... We should not think
about who received the award
and who gave the award.
Padma awards are not given by
any government, but the country,” Azad told media after
receiving the Padma Bhushan.
Daughter of Gurmeet

Bawa received her Padma
Bhushan award (posthumous),
in the field of art.
Sachidanand Swami also
received the Padma Bhushan
award for his work in literature
and education.
Swami Sivananda received
the Padma Shri award for his
contribution in the field of
yoga. Para-shooter Avani
Lekhara and hockey player
Vandana Katariya receives the
Padma Shri. Hockey player
Vandana Katariya received the
Padma Shri award.
Vice President Venkaiah
Naidu, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and Union
home minister Amit Shah were
among the top dignitaries present at the function.

Taslim Ansari live in a rented
house in Ejajnagar, Gauntia and
she told reporters in Bareilly that
she voted for the Bharatiya
Janata Party as the Narendra
Modi government had legally
banned triple talaq.
Uzma told reporters that she
belonged to a poor household,
had four sisters and her father
was a labourer. She appreciated
the BJP government for distributing groceries and other essentials twice a month. She said that
she had a love marriage about a
year back.
Recalling the day on which
the incident took place, Uzma
said Taslim was talking about the
fact that Yogi Adityanath would
again lead the government in
Uttar Pradesh. At this, she told
Taslim that she too had voted for
Yogiji which incensed him and
he threatened her with triple
talaq and challenged her to seek
government's help to save herself.
At this, Taslim's uncle Tayeb too
asked him to punish her by
divorcing her.
Uzma alleged that Tayeb
had earlier asked her to vote for
Samajwadi Party (SP). When
Uzma told her in-laws that she
would raise her voice against the
injustice meted out to her, the
husband's kin allegedly threatened to harm her siblings.
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n an attempt to make Yogi
Adityanath’s second swearIing-in
espite initiating several
ceremony a grand affair, Dreforms in the power secthe Bharatiya Janata Party lead- tor the Union Territory adminership has decided that at least
two party workers would be
brought from village-level centres so that they could witness
the grand event in Lucknow on
March 25.
A decision in this regard
was taken at a high-level meeting of BJP office-bearers in
Lucknow on Monday. The
meeting was chaired by BJP
state president Swatantra Dev
Singh.
“The party wants to make
the swearing-in ceremony of
Yogi Adityanath a grand event
and therefore two workers
from each ‘Shakti Kendra’
would be invited to attend the
event. The credit for this victory goes to party workers and
therefore they should personally see the glitter and witness
the vastness of the event,"
Singh said in a press statement
on Monday.
The party has 27,700
‘Shakti Kendras’ spread across
Uttar Pradesh.
These kendras are in fact
party units at village level from
where party’s activities are conducted.

istration in Jammu & Kashmir
is struggling to scale up the revenue collection and bring down
the revenue losses.
On Monday Lt Governor
Manoj Sinha while launching
the Smart meters project
revealed that the UT is still
incurring an annual loss of Rs
3,400 crore in transmission and
distribution of power.
Urging consumers to install
smart meters to ensure uninterrupted supply of power, Sinha
said at present we are purchasing electricity for Rs 6,000 crore
but only getting a revenue of Rs
2,600 crore. We are suffering a
loss of Rs 3400 crore annually".
From today, 6603 smart
meter households connected
to 4 feeders of Jammu will
receive quality electricity,
announced the Lt Governor.
"I appeal to the people to
install smart meters and help the
administration in controlling
theft and reducing wasteful
consumption, '' the Lt Governor
added.He said for the last seven
decades, no credible efforts
were made to increase the
power capacity or strengthen
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rinamool Congress candiT
date from Asansol parliamentary
constituency
Shatrughan Sinha has countered the BJP's “outsider”
charges asking whether Prime
Minister Narendra Modi too
was a outsider in Varanasi.
Sinha who filed his nomination from Asansol seat on
Monday said “if I am a outsider
here in Asansol what Prime
Minister Narendra Modi is to
Varanasi … is he a local person
… if he can contest elections
from Varanasi then the same
theory holds good for others
too.”
The Bollywood star and a
former Union Minister in Atal
Behari Vajpayee Cabinet said
that he was a pure a Bengali as
anyone else because he could

speak the language, he had
done a whole lot of films in
Bengali.
“I can speak Bengali quite
confidently ... though not as fluently as you … I am quite comfortable and confident with the
language … I have done a
number of Bengali films with
Shakti Samanta and others ...
Besides I am loved here deeply
by the people of Bengal and
Asansol,” Sinha a former Patna
Sahib MP who fought the 2019
elections on Congress ticket but
was defeated by former Union
Minister Rabi Shankar Prasad
said.
Sinha is pitched against
BJP candidate and MLA
Agnimitra Pal. CPI(M)’s Partho
Mukherjee is contesting from
Asansol seat.
On changing sides from
BJP to the Congress and then
the Trinamool Congress, Sinha
said that he had always been a
person who preferred to speak
the truth. “I was the first person to speak out against GST
and demonetization which
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brought tremendous hardship
to crores of people,” he said.
Speaking about Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee he
said that he was grateful to her
for giving him so much honour.
“Mamata didi is the leader of
the masses and is loved by the
people everywhere … I am
grateful to her for the love and
faith she reposed on me … I
will try to live up to her expectations,” he said.
The Asansol seat fell vacant
after sitting MP and another
former Union Minister and
BJP leader Babul Supriyo quit
the saffron party to join the
Trinamool Congress.
Supriyo is contesting from
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he ruling Left Democratic
Front (LDF) led by the
CPI-M and the Opposition
United Democratic Front led
by the Congress have fielded
‘young’ leaders of their parties
as candidates for the biennial
election to Rajya Sabha from
the State scheduled for March
31.
Three sitting members are
retiring from the Upper House
on completion of their tenures.
A K Antony, former Defence
Minister and member of the
Congress Working Committee,
M V Sreyams Kumar
(Loktantrik Janata Dal) and K
Somaprasad (CPI-M) are the

T

members who are retiring.
Antony (81), one of the oldest
members of the Congress had
declared that he would not be
returning to New Delhi as age
and health were not on his side
and opted out of electoral politics.
The CPI-M has nominated A A Rahim, all India chief
of the party’s youth wing, the
DYFI, as its candidate and
allocated the other vacancy to
the CPI which in turn has fielded P Sunil Kumar.
The Congress, on its part
nominated Jabi Mather, president of Kerala Mahila Congress
and daughter of K M I Mather,
a billionaire businessman who
owns a number of business
houses in the State.

n the eve of World Water
Day, Lior Asaf, the Water
Attache in the Israeli Embassy
in New Delhi made an interesting and invisible fact visible.
Israel, one of the nations with
lowest rainfall in the world,
optimizes its water resources
and 90 per cent of wastewater
in the country is recycled. The
average annual rainfall being
550 mm, Israel is one of the few
countries in the world that
receive scanty rainfall.
According to Dr Lior Asaf,
a qualified water scientist, Israel
meets its water requirements
for agriculture through micro
irrigation, despite the fact that
it was the country that developed drip irrigation. “In India
States like Gujarat and
Karnataka meet 40 per cent
irrigation water through micro

All the three candidates are
in their early 40s and are certain to win the polls based on
the strength in the legislative
assembly.
Jabie Mather is the first
woman to be nominated by the
Indian National Congress in
the last four decades and this
has gone well with the party
cadre in Kerala.
Sreyams Kumar was left
disappointed and dejected with
the CPI(M) for overlooking his
case and offering the seat to the
CPI. “It was because of the
pressure exerted by the CPI
that the seat was allocated to
them. I do not have any issues
and would continue to be an
integral part of the LDF,” he
told reporters.

the Ballygunge Assembly seat in
South Kolkata which fell vacant
after the death of sitting minister and veteran politician
Subrato Mukherjee.Supriyo
who too filed his nomination
on Monday expressed his gratitude to the Chief Minister for
giving him the opportunity to
contest on a TMC ticket.
“I am thankful to Didi for
giving me this opportunity to
contest from the prestigious
Ballygunge constituency. I am
really honoured and accept the
challenge… I will not let her
down.”
He faces BJP state
spokesperson Keya Ghosh and
CPI(M)’s S Halim.
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irrigation while States like Uttar
Pradesh and Punjab meet only
5 per cent through the same
technology,” said Dr Asaf who
added that there was nothing
that prevents these States from
increasing the water yield
through micro irrigation.
Dr Asaf also disclosed that
desalination plants that convert
seawater into drinking water is
a viable alternative to resolve
water shortage. “In Israel we
meet 80 per cent of our consumption requirement through

desalination plants. We have
found that the desalination
process preserves the natural
water system as we pump the
desalinated water into our
rivers,” he said.
Dr Asaf also disclosed that
the desalination plants as well
as their discharges to the sea
and environment are monitored on a round the clock
basis. “We have not come
across any environmental or
ecological issues because of
desalination plants,” he said.
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head of the beginning of the
peak tourist season in
Kashmir valley, the terrorists
have once again started targeted
killings of individuals.
Late Monday evening, a
civilian was shot dead in the central Kashmir district of Budgam.
In the second attack within one
hour a street vendor Biswajit
Kumar hailing from Bihar was
also targeted by unidentified
terrorists in Gangoo area of
Pulwama in South Kashmir.
According to police, the
injured street vendor has been
rushed to the hospital and is
most likely to be shifted to
SMHS hospital in Srinagar for
advanced treatment.
At present, Kashmir valley is
witnessing huge traffic of tourists

A

from different parts of the country. Tulip garden, which will be
thrown open for tourists on
March 23, is expected to attract
huge traffic in the next couple of
weeks.According to preliminary
reports, the civilian who has been
identified as Tajamul Mohi-udDin was standing outside his
home in Gotpora area when
unidentified terrorists targeted
him from a close range Monday
evening. Critically injured Mohiud-Din was rushed to the nearby hospital but he reportedly succumbed to his injuries even
before reaching the hospital.On
March 9, Peoples Democratic
Party (PDP) Sarpanch Samneer
Bhat was shot dead in
Khonmoh area of Srinagar.Two
days later terrorists shot dead
another Sarpanch identified as
Shabir Ahmad Mir in Adoora
area of Kulgam district.
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ven as the new Bharatiya
Janata
Party-led
E
Government is yet to take
charge, the Opposition
Samajwadi Party has started
targeting caretaker Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath for
failing to deliver and ensure
development of the State.
On Monday, Samajwadi
Party chief Akhilesh Yadav
fired another salvo at Yogi
Adityanath quoting the recent
report of the National
Institution for Transforming
India (NITI) Aayog report.
The SP chief tweeted that
UP was among the bottom
three states in the multidimensional poverty index of
NITI Aayog under the BJP
rule."In the first multidimensional poverty index (MPI) of

NITI Aayog under the BJP
rule, UP is among the three
poorest states in the country.
UP ranks third in the highest
malnutrition rate and child and
adolescent mortality rate category. UP is in the worst position in the whole country.
These are the badges of failure
of the BJP government," the SP
chief tweeted.
As per media reports,
among Union Territories,
Dadra and Nagar Haveli has
the highest poverty with 27.36
per cent residents being poor.
The poverty index stands at
12.58 per cent in Jammu and
Kashmir and 4.79 per cent in
Delhi.Bihar has the highest
number of people suffering
from malnutrition, followed by
Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh,
Uttar
Pradesh
and
Chhattisgarh.

the transmission and distribution system.
“The present government,
for the last one and a half year,
is making sustained efforts to
ensure reliable power supply to
consumers, besides reducing
transmission losses and improving distribution efficiency,” he
said.
In a major to ensure uninterrupted power supply, he said
the areas being installed with
smart meters will be made curtailment free along with the supply of quality power to the
end-users.
He said the move will
enable consumers to monitor
their power consumption
behaviour and regulate it
accordingly.
“The pre-paid feature, to be
enabled in coming days, will
provide desired flexibility in the
consumption of electricity to
consumers,” he said.
Sinha said similar arrangements are being emulated in
Kashmir as well.
“I know most of the people
want smart meters and are also
paying their electricity bills on
time,” he said, adding “it is the
right of the people to have
quality and interrupted power
supply and we are making
efforts in this direction to fulfil
our responsibility.”
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day after Pakistan Prime
Minister Imran Khan laudA
ed India for following an independent foreign policy, Foreign
Secretary Harsh Shringla said on
Monday the country has received
praise from many countries and
not one person alone.
“To say that one person
(praised our foreign policy)
would be wrong. We have
received praise across the world
for many of our foreign policy
initiatives at the level of the Prime
Minister. I think our record
speaks for itself,” he said here.
This observation came after
Khan, who is set to face a noconfidence motion in the
Pakistan Parliament on Friday,
lauded New Delhi for its decision
to import crude oil from Russia
despite American sanctions on
Moscow for its invasion of
Ukraine.
When asked about the same,
Shringla said India’s record in this
regard spoke for itself.
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ed Fort Festival, Bharat
Bhagya Vidhata, one of the
R
most anticipated events in
India and one of the world’s
largest cultural extravaganzas,
will start on March 25 at Red
Fort in Delhi as part of a joint
collaboration with the Ministry
of Culture to celebrate Azadi
Ka Amrit Mahotsav.
The event will end on
April 3.
The 10-day event will feature a spectacular thematic
cultural fusion showcasing
India’s rich history and a kaleidoscopic diversity in art, heritage, culture, cuisine and more.
The Union Culture
Ministry, along with Red Fort’s
Monument Mitra, Dalmia
Bharat Limited, has conceptualized the event.
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he State forest officials rescued a leopard on Monday,
after it strayed into the sprawling campus of Mercedes-Benz
India factory at Chakan near
Pune, halting operations partially at the plant for nearly
seven hours.
An adult leopard, aged
around three years, was sighted by one of forest employees
at around 5 am, prowling
around the premises of the luxury car manufacturing plant,
sending waves of panic among
the factory workers.
Before long, the factory

T

management alerted the local
forest officials, who arrived on
the factory premises and rescued the wild cat after a fourhour-long operation. A
Wildlife SOS Team from the
Manikdoh Leopard Rescue
Centre also rushed to the scene
with reinforcements and veterinarians to assist the state forest officials and help trap and
rescue the leopard.
Earlier, the factory management partially suspended
the operations for nearly four
hours. The factory officials
shifted the employees to a safe
spot, before the forest officials
launched rescue operations.
The leopard had hidden on

the shop floor of one of the factory sheds. After securing the
area, the two teams --comprising among others by Dr.
Shubham Patil, Dr. Nikhil
Bangar and forest officials used
a tranquiliser dart to benumb
the wild cat, before rescuing it
at around 11.30 am.
The rescued leopard was
later taken to a transit facility
at Junnar in Pune district. The
wild cat will be under observation at the transit camp -which is also a rehabilitation
centre – before being let off into
the wild.
“The leopard was transported in a special transportation cage to a transit facility at

Junnar. It will remain under
medical observation before
release into the wild, “
Maharashtra
Forest
Department’s Forest Range
Officer Yogesh Mahajan said.

Wildlife SOS CEO K
Satyanarayan attributed the
staying of the leopard into
Mercedes-Benz India factory to
rapid habitat loss. “We have
been witnessing these kind
incidents in various parts of the
state. Leopards are being compelled to venture into human
dominated areas,” he said.
“Our team handled with
the utmost caution, keeping in
mind the safety of the leopard
as well as humans,”
Satyanarayan said.
After the rescue of the
wild cat, the evacuated employee returned to their workplaces and the work resumed
around noon.
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midst reports of disquiet
among the allies of the
A
Samajwadi Party, Akhilesh
Yadav is working on a strategy
to further consolidate the
alliance.
The SP is likely to nominate the Rashtriya Lok Dal
chief Jayant Chaudhary for the
Rajya Sabha. SP and its allies
RLD (8) and Suheldev Bhartiya
Samaj Party (6) have a total
strength of 125 MLAs and
they will be able to elect three
candidates easily to the Rajya
Sabha. As many as 11 Rajya

Sabha members from Uttar
Pradesh are retiring in July
next.
The 11 Rajya Sabha MPs
retiring from UP include five of
the Bharatiya Janata Party,
three of the Samajwadi Party,
two of Bahujan Samaj Party
and one member of the
Congress. UP sends 31 members to Rajya Sabha. Of this, at
present, 22 MPs are from BJP,
five from SP, three from BSP
and one from the Congress.
Given the strength of 403
elected members in the UP
assembly, each RS candidate
will be requiring at least 37

votes. With 273 MLAs, the
BJP-led National Democratic
Alliance will easily be able to
elect seven members. As per the
strength of 403 elected members in the 18th UP assembly,
each RS candidate will be
requiring at least 37 votes.The
contest, therefore, will boil
down to the 11th seat for which
both SP and BJP would seek
support of other parties, including Raghuraj Pratap Singh alias
Raja Bhaiya's Jansatta Dal
Loktantrik and Congress which
have two MLAs each and
Mayawati's BSP which has just
one MLA.
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,QVWHDGRI3RFVR$FWSURYLVLRQVHPSOR\
DVHQVLEOHDSSURDFKLQPLQRUJLUOV¶FDVHV

3XQHEDVHGJLUOLQKHUHDUO\WHHQVDWWHQGHGD´JRRGWRXFKEDGWRXFKµVH[XDO
DZDUHQHVVVHVVLRQLQKHUVFKRROODVWZHHN6KHWKHQVXGGHQO\UHDOLVHGWKDWKHU
JUDQGIDWKHUIDWKHUDQGROGHUEURWKHUKDGEHHQEDGWRXFKLQJKHUIRUWKHODVWILYH
\HDUV6KHLVOXFN\KHUVFKRROFRQGXFWHGWKHVHVVLRQDQGVKHLVQRZXQGHUWKHSUR
WHFWLRQRIWKH3URWHFWLRQRI&KLOGUHQIURP6H[XDO2IIHQFHV 3RFVR $FW&RXQVHOOLQJ
DQGDVHFXUHHQYLURQPHQWFDQPHQGKHURYHUWLPH%XWWKH3RFVR$FWLWVHOILVFDXV
LQJDGHEDWHLQWKHSXEOLFVSKHUH7KH$FWVSHFLILFDOO\GHDOVZLWKVH[XDORIIHQFHVDJDLQVW
PLQRUFKLOGUHQXQGHU2IODWHKXQGUHGVRIFDVHVUHODWLQJWRURPDQWLFUHODWLRQVKLSV
³ ZKHUHPRVWO\PLQRUJLUOVDQGFRQVHQVXDOVH[DUHLQYROYHG³ DUHEHLQJILOHGXQGHU
3RFVR%RWKWKHVSHFLDO3RFVRFRXUWVDQGVHYHUDO+LJK&RXUWVDUHIDFLQJDWRXJKWLPH
DSSO\LQJWKHGUDFRQLDQSURYLVLRQVRIWKH$FWIRUVH[XDORIIHQFHVWR\RXQJRUWHHQFRX
SOHVLQYROYHGLQURPDQWLFUHODWLRQVKLSV)RULQVWDQFHWKHUHLVQRTXHVWLRQRIEDLOIRU
WKHDFFXVHGLQVH[XDORIIHQFHFDVHV2UHYHQLIWKHDFFXVHGFODLPVWKHXQGHUDJHG
JLUOJDYHKHUFRQVHQWIRUDVH[XDOUHODWLRQVKLSVXFKFRQVHQWRIDPLQRULVGHFODUHGQR
FRQVHQWWKHDFFXVHGJHWVQRSURWHFWLRQXQGHUWKHFRQVHQWFODXVH+RZFDQWKHFRXUWV
DSSO\ WKHVH FODXVHV WR D URPDQWLF UHODWLRQVKLS
EHWZHHQDQDGXOWPDQDQGPLQRUJLUOZKRKDGFRQ
VHQVXDOVH[DQGIRUVRPHUHDVRQWKHUHODWLRQVKLSIDOOV
WKURXJKDQGWKHPDQLVFKDUJHGZLWKVH[XDOO\KDUDVV
LQJWKHPLQRURUOXULQJKHUDZD\"
(YHQ LI D PLQRU DGPLWV VKH FRQVHQWHG WR VH[
3RFVRZLOOUHMHFWKHUFRQVHQW3UREDEO\WKH$FWLVLQDS
SURSULDWHIRUVXFKDFDVH7KHFRXUWVDUHRIODWHDSSO\
LQJVWDQGDUGVWKDWDUHQRWDVKDUVKDV3RFVRSURYL
VLRQV/DVWZHHNDVSHFLDOFRXUWJDYHEDLOWRD
\HDUROGPDQZKRVSHQWGD\VLQMDLODIWHUD¶ORYH·
UHODWLRQVKLSZLWKDPLQRUJLUOZHQWVRXWKDQGKHZDV
DFFXVHGE\WKHJLUO·VPRWKHURINLGQDSSLQJDQGHORSLQJZLWKKHUDQGKDYLQJVH[ZLWK
KHU7KHPLQRU·VFRQVHQWLVQRFRQVHQWEXWWKHVSHFLDOFRXUWGHSHQGHGRQDSUHYL
RXVRUGHURIWKH%RPED\+LJK&RXUWWKDW\RXQJRUDGROHVFHQWFRXSOHVWKHVHGD\V
DUHVH[XDOO\DZDUHDQGWKHLULPSUHVVLRQDEOHDJHFRXOGSURYRNHWKHPLQWRKDYLQJVH[
XDOUHODWLRQVKLSV8QOHVVWKHUHLVUHDVRQWRVXVSHFWUDSHRUIRUFHGVH[WKHVHFDVHV
QHHGWREHMXGJHGRQGLIIHUHQWSDUDPHWHUVDQGZLWKDVHQVLWLYHDQGVHQVLEOHRXWORRN
7KHUHDUHVFRUHVRIVXFKFDVHVZKHUHFRXUWVKDYHJUDQWHGEDLOWRWKHPHQ7KH0DGUDV
+LJK&RXUWKDVFDOOHGIRUORZHULQJWKHPLQRU·VDJHWRDQGLQVHUWLQJOLEHUDOSURYL
VLRQVLQWKH3RFVR$FWLWVHOIWRGHDOZLWKFRQVHQVXDOVH[FDVHVLQYROYLQJWKRVHRYHU
7HHQDJHDWWUDFWLRQLQIDWXDWLRQZLWKDQROGHUPDOHDQGDWWHPSWVWRDYRLGFRQVHU
YDWLYHDWWLWXGHVRISDUHQWV³ DOOWKHVHDUHVRFLDOIDFWVZKLFKFDQQRWEHUHVROYHGE\
SXQLWLYHDFWLRQVXQOHVVRIFRXUVHJLUOSURWHFWLRQODZVDUHYLRODWHG7KHH[HFXWLYHDQG
WKHOHJLVODWXUHQHHGWRORRNLQWRWKHPDWWHUULJKWDZD\
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+RXQGHGE\WUDGHXQLRQVHQWUHSUHQHXUV
DUHIOHHLQJ.HUDODRUFRPPLWWLQJVXLFLGH

DVLFDOO\DQDJUDULDQHFRQRP\.HUDODFRXOGQHYHUERDVWRILWVSURZHVVLQLQGXV
WULDODQGPDQXIDFWXULQJVHFWRUV)RUPRVW\RXWKIURPWKH6WDWHSODFHVOLNH&KHQQDL
0XPEDL1HZ'HOKLDQG.RONDWDZHUHWKH(O'RUDGRRIWKHLUGUHDPVZKHUHWKH\
FRXOGJHWZHOOSD\LQJMREV7KH:HVW$VLDQERRPEHJDQLQWKHVDQGVLQFHWKHQ
WKHUHKDVEHHQDKHDY\UXVKRI.HUDOD\RXWKWRWKHRLONLQJGRPVLQVHDUFKRIJUHHQ
HUSDVWXUHV7KLQJVKDYHXQGHUJRQHDVHDFKDQJHVLQFHWKHVDVIRUWXQHVHHN
HUVIURPRWKHU6WDWHVVWDUWHGHQWHULQJ.HUDODVLQFHWKHUHZDVDVFDUFLW\RIFDVXDOZRUN
HUV0RVWVPDOOWRZQVLQ.HUDODSOD\KRVWWRKXQGUHGV
RIWKRXVDQGVRIPLJUDQWODERXUHUVZKRDUHUHVSHFW
IXOO\FDOOHG¶JXHVWZRUNHUV·LQ0DU[LVWSDUODQFH%XW
QRZDQH[RGXVRIDGLIIHUHQWNLQGLVKDSSHQLQJLQ
.HUDODZKLFKFDOOVIRUXUJHQWLQWURVSHFWLRQE\WKHUXO
LQJGLVSHQVDWLRQ7KHODVWWZRPRQWKVVDZPRUHWKDQ
DGR]HQHQWUHSUHQHXUVGRZQLQJWKHLUVKXWWHUVDQGOHDY
LQJ¶JRG·VRZQFRXQWU\·HLWKHUIRURWKHU6WDWHVRU:HVW
$VLD7KHVXIIHULQJRI6DEX-DFRERIWKHCFURUH
.LWH[,QGXVWULHVZKRPRYHGWR7HODQJDQDEHFDXVH
RIYLFWLPLVDWLRQDQGYHQGHWWDKDVEHFRPHDZDUQ
LQJVLJQDOWRSURVSHFWLYHLQYHVWRUV
0RUHDQGPRUHHQWUHSUHQHXUVOHDYH.HUDODZLWKDQQRXQFHPHQWVWKDWWKH\ZRXOG
´QHYHUFRPHEDFNµ:KDWDFWXDOO\DLOV.HUDODLV¶WUDGHXQLRQWHUURULVP·DFFRUGLQJWR
VHYHUDOHQWUHSUHQHXUV7KHWUDGHXQLRQVWKDWFRQWUROKHDGORDGZRUNHUVKDYHWXUQHG
LQWRPDILDLQVLVWLQJWKDWLQGXVWULDOLVWVVKRXOGREH\WKHLUGLNWDWVZLWKRXWUHVLVWDQFH
7KHORFDOERVVHVRIWKHWUDGHXQLRQVGHFLGHZKRVKRXOGEHHPSOR\HGWRXQORDGUDZ
PDWHULDOVDQGPDFKLQHULHVWKDWUHDFKWKHIDFWRULHV7KHIDFWWKDWWKHJRRGVDQGPDFKLQHU
LHVKDYHWREHKDQGOHGVNLOIXOO\LVRYHUORRNHG,IWKHPDQDJHPHQWLQVWDOVURERWVRU
FUDQHVWRORDGRUXQORDGWKHPDWHULDOVWKHPLOLWDQWZRUNHUVWKUHDWHQDQGHYHQDVVDXOW
WKHRIILFHUV7KHULJKWWRZRUNLVEHLQJXVHGWRKROGHQWUHSUHQHXUVWRUDQVRP7KHVH
GHYHORSPHQWVRFFXUHYHQDIWHUWKHUXOLQJ&3, 0 PDGHDPHQGPHQWVLQLWVDJHROG
KDWUHGIRUFDSLWDOLVWVZLWKWKHGHFODUDWLRQWKDWSULYDWHLQYHVWPHQWLVWKHRQO\ZD\WR
VDYHWKH6WDWHIURPWKHHFRQRPLFDE\VVWRZKLFKLWKDVIDOOHQ:KDWSDUW\FRPPLV
VDUVDUH\HWWROHDUQLVWKDWRQO\SULYDWLVDWLRQDQGHDVHRIGRLQJEXVLQHVVFDQEULQJ
GHYHORSPHQWWR.HUDOD,WLVWKHRQO\6WDWHLQWKHFRXQWU\WKDWKDVVHHQHQWUHSUHQHXUV
FRPPLWWLQJVXLFLGHGXHWR*RYHUQPHQWDSDWK\DQGPLOLWDQWZRUNHUV
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ustralian Prime Minister
Scott Morrison’s recent
statement that a “new
arc of autocracy” was
trying to reset the world in its
“own image”, and his call to liberal democracies to fight the
process, obviously referred to
Russia and China. Shortly thereafter, Andrew Shearer, directorgeneral of Australia’s Office of
National Intelligence, Australia’s
equivalent of the United States
Office of the Director of National
Intelligence and the United
Kingdom’s Joint Intelligence
Organisation, talked of a “troubling new strategic convergence”
between Beijing and Moscow, and
the risk of a “major power conflict” growing since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Chinese
President Xi Jinping, he further
stated, appeared to be planning to
dominate the Indo-Pacific region
and use it as a base to overtake the
US as the world’s leading power.
Russia and China are autocracies with a significant measure
of convergence in their global
interests. The Sino-Soviet rift
that began in the late 1950s and
led to the Ussuri river clashes in
1969, is over. China and Russia are
drawing increasingly closer to
counter the US. There is, however, no evidence of their working
together to produce an autocratic world. As for Russia’s invasion
of Ukraine, while maintaining a
tilt in Moscow’s favour, Beijing has
tried to sustain an independent
posture, perhaps both because of
unhappiness about the invasion
and a desire not to burn its
remaining bridges with the West.
China’s President Xi Jinping
reportedly told US President Joe
Biden during their recent video
conversation that his country did
not want war in Ukraine, and
described the invasion as “not
something we want to see”. China’s
Foreign Minister Wang Yi told the
58th Munich Security Conference
(February 18-20, 2022), which
annually debates current and
future security challenges facing
the world, that “the sovereignty,
independence and territorial
integrity of any country should be
respected and safeguarded
because this is a basic norm of
international relations. It is consistent with the purposes and

A

principles of the UN Charter
and is the consistent position
of the Chinese Government.
Ukraine is no exception”.
Significantly, China has
abstained from voting in the
UN Security Council resolution condemning the invasion
and did not oppose it. Russia
had to veto it alone. It also
abstained from voting in the
UN General Assembly resolution demanding that Russia
“immediately, completely and
unconditionally withdraw all of
its military forces from the territory of Ukraine within its
internationally recognised borders”. Belarus, North Korea,
Eritrea and Syria were the
only countries joining Russia in
opposing the resolution.
Whether the US is right in
claiming that Russia has
approached China for military
and economic assistance in its
invasion of Ukraine, remains to
be seen. China and Russia
have both denied it. China
clearly does not want to attract
the sanctions the West will
impose on it if it helps Moscow
buck the sanctions clamped on
it. Under a 2017 law, the US can
penalise foreign countries,
companies and individuals
trading with sanctioned countries. The West has made it
clear that it means business. A
recent report in The New York
Times by Edward Wong and
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Julian E Barnes, titled “Russia
Asked China for Military and
Economic Aid for Ukraine War,
US Officials Say”, has quoted
Jake Sullivan, the US National
Security Advisor, telling CNN,
“We are communicating
directly, privately to Beijing that
there will absolutely be consequences for large-scale sanctions evasion efforts or support
Russia to backfill them.”
According to a Bloomberg
report, titled “China State
Banks Restrict Financing for
Russian Commodities”, the
Industrial and Commercial
Bank of China’s offshore units
have stopped issuing dollardenominated letters of credit
for Russian commodities ready
for export, and the Bank of
China has also curbed the
financing of trade in Russian
commodities. Other reports
say the sanctions imposed on
Russia include the exclusion of
some Russian banks from the
ambit of the Society for
Worldwide
Interbank
Financial Telecommunication
(SWIFT) agency. Can Russia
escape the move’s impact with
the help of Cross-Border
Interbank Payments System
(CIPS) launched by China in
2015 as a settlement and payments clearing system for its
Yuan-denominated trade with
countries abroad? Its volume
of transactions, however, con-
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Sir — Maharashtra Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray has alleged that the
AIMIM’s offer to ally with the Shiv Sena
is the BJP’s ploy to defame his party. It
must be admitted that nobody is a permanent friend or foe in politics. But
there has been no occasion when the
Congress and BJP, or the AIMIM and
BJP, have come together. It is ridiculous
to assume that the BJP has nudged
AIMIM to ally with the Sena. There was
a time when both the BJP and Shiv Sena
maintained equal distance from the
Congress, but then Sena joined hands
with Congress to share power in
Maharashtra.
This was an unholy alliance because
the BJP and Sena had fought the
Assembly election together. Uddhav
staked claim to be the Chief Minister
even though the BJP was the single
largest party, and so Sena broke up with
it. The Congress extended support to
Sena only to keep the BJP out. Even in
Karnataka in the 2018 election,
Congress supported the JDS to prevent
the BJP from coming to power. But their
alliance crumbled after just one year,
and the BJP formed the Government.
So, theoretically, what’s wrong if the BJP
and AIMIM come together?
KV Seetharamaiah | Bengaluru
CE@@?BD69<=?>;1C8=9B9@1>49DC
Sir — The sections of people who are
questioning the content of the recently released movie The Kashmir Files
must first check it out. As Prime
Minister Narendra Modi said, those
who are questioning the truth can
make films on what they feel is the reality about Kashmir and Kashmiri
Pandits. Indian cinema has diversified
its theme to patriotic films these days.
Nationalism-based films not only hold
patriotic appeal for the audience, but are
also capable of realising sound revenue
targets. Unfortunately, we have critics
for every kind of film that gets released
in India.
It could be Padmaavat, Gangubai or
The Kashmir Files. We must promote
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such fact-based films and appreciate the
team that creates these for their guts to
actualise the plight and sentiments of
people that are packed into just a couple of hours. Condemning the film content and directors for their work depicts
how uneasy we Indians become when
faced with uncomfortable facts and
questions, even on camera. These
Kashmiri Pandits too are an inherent
part of our society. Therefore, we must
support such films so that people relate
with them, not hate them.
Kirti Wadhawan | Kanpur
3?>C5BF5?EBG1D5BB5C?EB35C
Sir — “Save Water, Save Life” is a slogan that we have heard thousands of
times in our life, but do we really save
water? No, we just love to talk about it
but we take no tangible action at all.
Everyone needs water whether they are
human beings, animals or plants. The
World Water Day is celebrated every
year on March 22 to increase awareness
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about the significance of water. The
theme for this year is ‘Making the
Invisible Visible’. With the increase in
population and industrialisation, the use
of water is obviously also increasing
manifold.
We truly have to save water because
without water, it would be impossible
to survive. We have to take utmost and
all measures to save water and start this
mission from our home itself. If we start
saving water at our home, that also will
be a great contribution to our nation’s
and planet’s service. As the summer season has started, don’t forget to keep out
water bowls for birds as they also need
water to survive. If we take a sincere
pledge to conserve our water resources
and to increase awareness among other
people also, we will never suffer from
water scarcity.
Somya Agrawal | Ujjain
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

stitutes only a miniscule fraction of SWIFT’s, and is unlikely to increase fast enough to be
of help to Russia.
How would the invasion
impact Sino-Russian ties?
Wang Yi has described these
as “rock solid”. Nevertheless,
the Kremlin may feel angry if
China cannot help it to the
extent it wants. Equally, China
may wonder about moving
closer to Russia, fearing the
possibility of the latter igniting another conflict that may
severely damage Beijing’s
interests, and even trigger a
global nuclear holocaust.
Meanwhile, India must
bear two possibilities in mind.
One, China may try to grab
more of its territories by taking advantage of the world’s
preoccupation with Ukraine.
Two, it may favour discretion,
seeing Russia’s poor progress,
losses and casualties, and
remembering the bravery and
fighting skills Indian soldiers
have consistently displayed.
India has to be ready for both.
As Col Anil Bhat (Retd) persuasively shows in his book
China Bloodies Bulletless
Borders (Pentagon Press LLP),
we have paid a heavy price in
the past for not being sufficiently alert and prepared.
(The author is Consulting
Editor, The Pioneer. The views
expressed are personal.)
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ZKLFKFDQEHXVHGDVEXIIHUWRPHHWGHPDQGDWDIIRUGDEOHSULFHGXULQJFULVHV
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KH8*&LQYLWLQJIHHGEDFNIURPDFDGHPLFLDQVRQPDNLQJWKHLQVWL
WXWLRQVRIKLJKHUOHDUQLQJPXOWLGLVFLSOLQDU\LVZHOFRPH,QWKHODVW
IHZ\HDUVWKHUHKDVEHHQDSHULRGRIVXEVWDQWLDOFKDQJHLQWKHFRQ
WHQWDQGQDWXUHRIYDULRXVGLVFLSOLQHVDQGDIRFXVHGDSSURDFKRIDGGLQJ
UHDOOLIHH[SHULPHQWVRIVRFLHW\GHDOLQJZLWKWKHFKDOOHQJHVSRVHGE\
VRFLDOFOHDYDJHVWRWKHH[LVWHQFHRIOLEHUDOGHPRFUDWLFSUDFWLFHVWKHHQYL
URQPHQWJOREDOLVDWLRQDQGJRYHUQDQFHLQWRWKHIUDPHZRUNRIQHZHGX
FDWLRQV\VWHP7KHUH·VDQHHGWRVKRZKRZQHZZD\VRIKLJKHUHGX
FDWLRQZLOOGULYHFKDQJHDQGH[SODLQKRZODWHVWUHVHDUFKDQGKDSSHQ
LQJVLQWKHILHOGRIHGXFDWLRQDFURVVWKHJOREHFDQEHGLVVHPLQDWHGVR
DVWRXSJUDGHUHVHDUFKDQGWHDFKLQJDFFRUGLQJO\7KHSRSXODULW\DQGLPSRU
WDQFHRI,QGLDQKLJKHUHGXFDWLRQV\VWHPFDQEHUHDOLVHGIURPWKHIDFW
WKDWVWXGHQWVIURPRYHUFRXQWULHVDUHHQUROOHGLQ,QGLDQXQLYHUVL

WLHV7KHUHLVDPDVVLYHLQFUHDVHLQDWWHQGDQFHIURP$IJKDQLVWDQ6UL
/DQND1HSDO%DQJODGHVKDQG%KXWDQ2QWKHGRPHVWLFIURQWWKHVSDQ
RID\HDULQVDZDMXPSRIRYHUIRXUPLOOLRQVWXGHQWVLQVFKRRO
HQUROPHQWV7RWDOHQUROPHQWFURVVHGPLOOLRQ7KHUHDUHRYHU
FROOHJHVRYHUXQLYHUVLWLHVZLWKDJURVVHQUROPHQWRIDURXQG
PLOOLRQ7KHVWUHQJWKRIWKHKLJKHUHGXFDWLRQV\VWHPOLHVLQFUHDWLQJLWV
LQWHUQDOG\QDPLVPE\HQVXULQJLQFOXVLYHJURZWK+XPDQDQGILQDQFLDO
UHODWLRQVDQGGHDOLQJVDUHQRWDVVLPSOHDVWKH\DSSHDUWREHDQGUHTXLUH
FRQVWDQWPRQLWRULQJE\FRPSHWHQWDXWKRULWLHV7KHQHZHIIRUWVE\8*&
ZLOOQRWRQO\EULQJIDLUSUDFWLFHVEXWHQVXUHSROLF\EULQJVJRRGFKDQJH
DQGIUDPHZD\VWRUHIRUPWKHH[DPLQDWLRQV\VWHPWRHQVXUHWKDWRQO\
WKHWDOHQWHGJHWVHOHFWHG7KHSURYLVLRQVRI0XOWLGLVFLSOLQDU\(GXFDWLRQ
DQG5HVHDUFK8QLYHUVLWLHV 0(58V RQSDUZLWK,,7VDQG,,0VWKH1DWLRQDO
5HVHDUFK)RXQGDWLRQWKH1DWLRQDO(GXFDWLRQDO7HFKQRORJ\)RUXPDQG
,QGLDQ,QVWLWXWHVRI7UDQVODWLRQDQG,QWHUSUHWDWLRQZRXOGFUHDWHDQHQYL
URQPHQWIRUVWXGHQWVWRUHDFKWKHLUSRWHQWLDOEHVWE\HQFRXUDJLQJDFD
GHPLFH[FHOOHQFHRIJOREDOOHYHOHPEUDFLQJQHZLQIRUPDWLRQRQWKHRQH
KDQGDQGRSHQLQJQHZDUHDVRIMRERULHQWHGFRXUVHVRQWKHRWKHU7KH
PXFKWDONHGDERXWQHZSURYLVLRQVRIQHZHGXFDWLRQIRUPDORULHQWDWLRQ
RI´µDQGOHDUQLQJLQPRWKHUWRQJXHRUUHJLRQDOODQJXDJHWLOO
&ODVV9ZRXOGRSHQXSIUHVKRXWORRNV
$VIDUDVHGXFDWLRQDWWKHWHUWLDU\OHYHOLVFRQFHUQHG1(3·VDSSURDFK
DSSHDUVWRVHWRXWDYHU\FOHDUZD\IRUZDUGE\JHWWLQJWKHPHQWRUVIXOO\
LQYROYHGLQQHZWHFKQLTXHVDQGGHYHORSLQJFKDOOHQJLQJVWUDWHJLHVWRPHHW
WKHQHHGRIDOOFDWHJRULHVRIVWXGHQWV$QLQWURGXFWLRQRIQHZV\OODEXV
ZRXOGSURYLGHDYLYLGDQGGHHSHULQVLJKWLQWRWKHSUREOHPRIWHUURULVP
DQGLWVFDXVHV,WFDQORRNLQWRWKHEDVLVRIIXQGLQJIRUWHUURULVPWKHQH[XV
DPRQJDUPVGHDOHUVGUXJWUDIILFNHUVVPXJJOHUVDQGWHUURULVWV$SURS
HUNQRZOHGJHDERXWWKHQH[XVEHWZHHQRUJDQLVHGFULPHDQGWHUURULVP
FDQEHRILPPHQVHXVH7KHYLVLRQRIWKH1(3LVERXQGWRPDNH,QGLD
WKHPRVWFRPSHWLWLYHLQWKHILHOGRIGHIHQFHHGXFDWLRQDQGZRXOGKDYH
PDQ\WDNHUV2XUHGXFDWLRQV\VWHPLVNQRZQIRUHPEUDFLQJYDOXHVDQG
DSSURDFKHVWKDWFDQVKDSHFUHDWLYHXUJHRIVWXGHQWVDQGDFDGHPLFLDQV
+RZHYHUWKHUHDUHLQFUHDVLQJFKDOOHQJHVSRVHGE\WKHWUDQVLWLRQDOSKDVH
7KHQHZLQSXWRIWKH1(3ZLOOFHUWDLQO\PDNHHDFKGLVFLSOLQHULFKHULQ
FRQWHQWDQGYDULHGLQLGHDV(YHQVFLHQFHVWXGHQWVZLOOEHH[SRVHGWR
WKHQXDQFHVRILQWHUQDWLRQDOQDWLRQDOVRFLRSROLWLFDODQGHFRQRPLFLVVXHV
WKURXJKPXOWLGLVFLSOLQDU\SUDFWLFHV2QHFDQQRWEXWDGPLUHLQJHQLRXV
GLVSOD\ RI SXUH JHQLXV RI WKLV DSSURDFK RI *RYHUQPHQW ZKLFK ZLOO
SURYLGH D KROLVWLF FURVV GLVFLSOLQDU\ VROXWLRQ WR PDMRU FKDOOHQJHV
HQFRXQWHUHGE\DOORIXV
7KHZULWHU$5(&(3,(172)%+$5$7*$85$9$:$5',6$
352)(6625$1'(;3(5721675$7(*,&$))$,567KHYLHZV
H[SUHVVHGDUHSHUVRQDO

T

he Ukraine war has exposed the
vulnerabilities in India’s gas supply
systems. Our demand for natural
gas (NG) is around 54.6 billion
cubic meter (bcm) of which nearly 50 percent is met from import as liquefied natural gas or LNG.
Russia is the world’s second-largest producer of NG with a share of 10 percent. In
total world export of gas, its contribution
is even higher at 25 percent. Most of
Russian gas goes to the European Union
(EU) countries with the latter drawing 40
percent of their total NG supplies from the
former. On the other hand, India’s gas supply sources are fairly diversified.
Most of the imported gas for India
comes from countries of middle east viz.
Qatar, Oman, UAE etc.Other important
suppliers are USA, Australia and Russia.
Given the predominance of supplies
under long-term contract which remain
unaffected by short-term price volatility,
prima facie one gets a sense that India won’t
be impacted much. But, the disruption in
supply from a dominant player(read:
Russia)has led to global shortages and resultant steep increase in the international price.
Already, the spot price of LNG has shot up
to $50 per million British thermal unit
(mBtu) up from $25 per mBtu late last year
and a low of $9 per mBtu in April 2020.
The worst is yet to come as the EU has
announced plans to cut its purchase from
Russia by 2/3rd (or 100 billion cubic meter)
and substitute it with LNG supplies from
other sources by the end of this year. This
works out to about 70 million tons of LNG
or 18 percent of global LNG trade. For this
much tonnage, EU will compete with Asian
countries including India for supplies
from middle east leading tofurther steep
hike in spot price.
Even with a small share of 20 percent
in the overall mix, this can make over all
import very expensive. Taking term contract price as US$ 12 per mBtu and prevailing spot LNG at $50 per mBtu, the effective price will be $19.6 per mBtu (12x0.8
+ 50x0.2). With the spot price expected to
increase further (courtesy, EU effect), the
effective cost could scale new heights.
Thus far, India has done little to boost
its domestic NG production capabilities. It
has 26 sedimentary basins (SBs) covering
an area of 3.14 million square kilometres.
Only six of these are under commercial
exploitation but are sub-optimally utilized.
An overwhelming share of current
throughput of 28.5bcm per annum comes
from fields discovered over four decades
ago, namely Bombay High and the South
Bassein fields and so on, with no major discoveries in recent times.The only exception
was the find in the Krishna Godavari (KG)
basin in early 2000s. Even that turned out
to be a damp squib with the high-profile
KG-D6 operated by Reliance Industries
Limited (RIL) ending up with just about
2 trillion cubic feet (Tcf)or 1/5th of the projected reserves of 10 TCF.
During 2010-11, when, KG-D6 was
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(The writer is a policy
analyst. The views
expressed are personal.)

operated at its peak, country’s gas
production reached a high of about
52 bcm. With reserves in this field
drying up, production plunged by
half. During 2020-21, production
was 28.7 bcm; current year it is likely to be 28.5 bcm.
The slowdown has to do with
theflaws invery policy initiatives
which were intended to make India
self-reliant:(i) the New Exploration
and Licensing Policy (NELP)
launched in 1999 allowed operators
to fully recover the cost incurred in
exploration and development of the
field before they start sharing profits with GOI;
(ii) effective November 1, 2014,
supplies from blocks or areas given
to State-owned Oil and Natural Gas
Corporation (ONGC) and Oil India
Ltd (OIL) on ‘nomination’ basis and
blocks given under NELP were
given a price (call it normal price)
based on a weighted average of the
costs at four international locations
- the UK, the US, Russia and
Canada;
(iii)in March 2016, supplies
from deep/ultra-deep and highpre s s u re / h i g h - t e mp e r atu re
(D/UD/HP/HT) fields were allowed
a ‘premium’ price linked to the
prices of alternate fuels, viz., fuel oil,
naphtha and imported LNG which
works out to almost double the ‘normal’ price;
(iv) under Open Acreage
Licensing Policy (OALP) launched
in July 2017, operators get to share
a prescribed percentage of the revenue with GOI; they enjoy freedom
of pricing and marketing;
(v) special price for unconventional stuff like shale gas, coal
bed methane (CBM) even

from NELP blocs;
(vi) pricing and marketing freedom on supplies from small and
marginal fields transferred from
ONGC/OIL to private firms.
The declared intent behind
these initiatives was to drive E&P
firms to produce more. But they
were obsessed with boosting profits. Under NELP, assurance of full
cost recovery upfront led them to
indulge in ‘gold plating’ (euphemism
for artificially inflating cost) to
make unintended gain.
Likewise, while giving a premium price for D/UD/HP/HT fields,
the government paid little attention
to the possibility of garnering much
more throughput and consequently higher revenuetherefrom even
with normal price. On the other
hand, if these produce less then,
even higher price won’t help. As for
OALP, revenue sharing under it stipulates that at higher level of throughput, the operator will have to give
a higher percentage of revenue to
the GOI. This discourages increasein production.
A preferential treatment to supplies from small and marginal fields
by granting freedom of pricing
and marketing - albeit under private
operatorship -is anomalous.
In all thepolicy dispensations,
there is excessive emphasis on
securing a high price. The powers
that be even ignored the cardinal
principle that NG is a volume driven business meaning revenue and
profits depend primarily on the
quantum of throughput. The situation was compounded by delay in
approvals (till last year, 37 approvals
were required before a firm could
kick off production). To reverse the

decade long sluggish trend in production, there is an urgent need to
unleash major reforms.
The plethora of ‘administered’
pricesdepending on field (deep or
shallow), hydrocarbon type (NG or
shale/CBM), ownership (private or
public) and so on, brings in bureaucratic red tape. It prompts both suppliers and users of gas to lobby with
the officials to secure a price most
suitable to them. It distracts attention from what they should be doing
i.e. optimizing production and use.
The extant system should go;
instead, firms should be free to
decide their pricing and marketing
strategies. The Government should
limit its role to getting a share of the
revenue from selling gas.
To ensure that domestic firms
don’t take users for a ride and inject
competition, it should deregulate gas
import. The entities wanting to
import or trade in domestic gas
should have access to infrastructure
for handling, transportation and distribution- held in a common pool
- in a ‘transparent’ and ‘non-discriminatory’ manner.
These changes will create a
‘stable’ and ‘conducive’ policy environment for private companies
including global energy giants to
take long-term bet in Indian gas sector,increase domestic supply and
reduce dependence on import.
The government shouldalso
maintain a reserve of gas equal to a
percentage of annual consumption
(International Gas Union recommends 12 percent for countries
whose import dependence is 30 percent) which can be used as bufferto meet demand at affordable price
in crisis situation.
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e reminds one of Don
Camillo, the hero of
‘The Little World of
Don Camillo’, authored by
Italian Giovanni Guareschi. The
story revolves round Don
Camillo, the parish priest of Po,
a small town on the bank of
River Po in Italy, and his clash
with Peppone, the town’s
Communist mayor, over the
rights of the people. Don
Camillo, tall, athletic and well
built, had a standoff with the
mayor over many issues and
won all bouts with sheer intelligence and perseverance. The
story takes place in the postWorld War-II days and had
readers in splits.
Don Camillo is one who
believes in the age old saying
everything is fair in war and
love. This Catholic priest is not
one who would allow sins com-
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(The writer is a senior
journalist with The Pioneer.
The views expressed
are personal.)

mitted against poor and needy
to pass off without a grumble.
But his monologues with the
crucifix in his bedroom and
Christ’s reply to the Don made
the book a hilarious experience.
Franco Mulakkal, the
Bishop of the Archdiocese of
Jalandhar may not be as tall or
well-built as Don Camillo but he
is full of spirit to fight for anybody against any kind of discrimination and victimisation.
This Mattam-born spiritual
Father was a good basketball
player in his student days.
Basketball, football and hockey
are his favourite pastimes.
He was in the eye of a
nation-wide controversy when
a nun belonging to the
Missionaries of Jesus Convent
hauled him to the police station
and the courts with allegations
of rape and molestation. “Yes,

my initial reaction was shock.
But I knew very well that I had
not done any wrong or sin. But
when the media went overboard
and a section of society
demanded my arrest and conviction, I took a vow that I
would not visit the tombs of my
parents as well the church in my
village till I was freed of the

charges. It took three years and
here I am, sitting here and
praying to Lord Jesus Christ,”
said the Bishop.
One of the youngest Bishops
to be ordained by the Vatican,
Franco is held in high esteem by
the laity. The thousands who had
gathered in front of the Court in
Kottayam to greet him on

January 14 when sessions judge
G Gopakumar acquitted the
Bishop of all charges was proof
of his popularity which one
cannot ignore. Even as the
media in the State continued its
trial alleging that justice was
derailed, the Bishop rushed to
his village, prayed at the tombs
of his parents and held a Mass
which was attended by thousands.
“Punjab is in my heart,” said
the Bishop when he was asked
about his life in Jalandhar. “For
the last 28 years, I have been
working for the welfare of the
people in Punjab as one among
them,” he said. The resistance
shown by people irrespective of
caste, community and religion to
the Kerala Police team that had
gone to Jullundur is unheard of.
“They love me and know who I
am,” said the Bishop who is on

Lent, the Christian fasting days
prior to Easter.
He is not the conventional
Bishop who resides in the
Bishop’s Palace. Franco never
hesitates to intervene on behalf
of the victims. When a Punjabi
woman who had lost her husband approached him seeking
a reduction in the monthly fee
for her two children who are
students in a church run school,
the Bishop told her about his
helplessness in granting her
request. “But I can provide
them free education and uniforms throughout their studies
in this school,” the Bishop told
the mother who was struggling
to meet both ends of life.
His ordeal started the day
he started a crusade against
drug trafficking in Punjab. The
bishop has been alerting powers that be and parents about

drug trafficking and its misuse
by the youth in the State. “Either
the authorities overlooked certain shortcomings or the traffickers managed to hoodwink
all of us,” he said.
Franco has intervened on
behalf of all oppressed and
depressed people with the
authorities. The reason for his
popularity which has cut across
all religions? “It is simple. I do
not disappoint those who come
in search of me seeking some
help,” explained the Bishop. He
was in the forefront fighting for
the rights of not only Christians
but Sikhs, Hindus and Muslims.
Jaison Mazhuvancherry, a
devote Catholic is of the view
that the sexual assault case was
foisted on the Bishop by the
drug traffickers who felt threatened by Franco’s uncompromising stand against narcotics.
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krainian officials defiantly rejected a Russian
U
demand that their forces in
Mariupol lay down arms and
raise white flags Monday in
exchange for safe passage out of
the besieged strategic port city.
Even as Russia intensified
its attempt to pummel
Mariupol into surrender, its
offensive in other parts of
Ukraine has floundered.
Western governments and
analysts say the broader conflict
is grinding into a war of attrition, with Russia continuing to
bombard cities.
In the capital, Kyiv, a
shopping center in the densely populated Podil district near
the city center was a smoldering, flattened ruin Monday
after being hit the day before by
shelling that killed eight people,
according to emergency officials. The force of the explosion
shattered every window in a
neighboring high-rise. Artillery
boomed
in the distance as firefighters picked their way
through the destruction.
Ukrainian authorities also
said Russia shelled a chemical
plant in northeastern Ukraine,
sending toxic ammonia leaking
into the air, and hit a military
training base in the west with
cruise missiles.
The encircled southern
city of Mariupol on the Sea of
Azov has seen some of the
worst horrors of the war, under
Russian pounding for more
than three weeks, in a brutal
assault that Ukrainian and
Western officials have called a
war crime.
Strikes hit an art school

sheltering some 400 people
only hours before Russia's offer
to open corridors out of the city
in return for the capitulation of
its defenders, according to
Ukrainian officials.
Ukraine's President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy said it
was not clear how many casualties there were.
"They are under the rubble, and we don't know how
many of them have survived,"
he said in a video address, vowing that Ukraine would "shoot
down the pilot who dropped
that bomb."
Russian Col. Gen. Mikhail
Mizintsev had offered two corridors - one heading east
toward Russia and the other
west to other parts of Ukraine
- in return for Mariupol's surrender. He did not say what
Russia planned if the offer was
rejected.
The Russian Ministry of
Defense said authorities in
Mariupol could face a military
tribunal if they sided with
what it described as "bandits,"
the Russian state news agency
RIA Novosti reported.
Ukrainian officials rejected the proposal even before
Russia's deadline of 5 a.M.
Moscow time (0200GMT) for
a response came and went.
"There can be no talk of
any surrender, laying down of
arms," Ukrainian Deputy
Prime
Minister
Irina
Vereshchuk told the news outlet Ukrainian Pravda. "We have
already informed the Russian
side about this."
Mariupol Mayor Piotr
Andryushchenko also quickly
dismissed the offer, saying in a
Facebook post he didn't need
to wait until the morning dead-

line to respond and cursing at
the Russians, according to the
news agency Interfax Ukraine.
The strike on the art
school was the second time in
less than a week that officials
reported an attack on a public
building where Mariupol residents had taken shelter. On
Wednesday, a bomb hit a theater where more than 1,000
people were believed to be
sheltering.
At least 130 people were
reported rescued Friday, but
there has been no update since
then.
Mariupol officials said at
least 2,300 people have died in
the siege, with some buried in
mass graves. City officials and
aid groups say Russian bombardment has cut off
Mariupol's electricity, water
and food supplies and severed
its communications with the
outside world, plunging the
remaining residents into a
chaotic fight for survival.
"What's happening in
Mariupol is a massive war
crime," EU foreign policy chief
Josep Borrell said Monday.
Multiple attempts to evacuate residents from Mariupol
and other Ukrainian cities have
failed or only partly succeeded,
with bombardments continuing as civilians tried to flee.
Some who were able to
escape Mariupol tearfully
hugged relatives as they arrived
by train Sunday in Lviv in western Ukraine.
"Battles took place over
every street. Every house
became a target," said Olga
Nikitina, who was embraced by
her brother as she got off the
train. "Gunfire blew out the
windows. The apartment was

below freezing."
Mariupol is a key Russian
target because its fall would
allow Russian forces in southern and eastern Ukraine to
unite.
But Western military analysts say that even if the city is
taken, the troops battling a
block at a time for control there
may be too depleted to help
secure Russian breakthroughs
on other fronts.
More than three weeks
into the invasion, the two sides
now seem to be trying to wear
each other down, experts say,
with bogged-down Russian
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kraine's nuclear regulatoU
ry agency says the radiation monitors around the
Chernobyl nuclear power plant,
site of the world's worst meltdown in 1986, have stopped
working.
In a statement Monday,
the agency also said there are
no longer firefighters available
in the region to protect forests
tainted by decades of radioactivity as the weather warms.
The plant was seized by
Russian forces on Feb 24.
According to Monday's
statement, the combination of
risks could mean a "significant
deterioration" of the ability to
control the spread of radiation
not just in Ukraine but beyond
the country's borders in weeks
and
months
to
come.Management of the
Chernobyl plant said Sunday.
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kraine's prosecutor generU
al said a Russian shell
struck a chemical plant outside
the city of Sumy a little after 3
a.M. Monday, causing a leak in
a 50-tonne tank of ammonia
that took hours to contain.
Russian
militar y
spokesman Igor Konashenkov
claimed the leak was a "planned
provocation" by Ukrainian
forces to falsely accuse
Russia of a chemical
attack.

forces launching long-range
missiles at cities and military
bases as Ukrainian forces carry
out hit-and-run attacks and
seek to sever Russian supply
lines.
U.S. Defense Secretary
Lloyd Austin said Ukrainian
resistance means Russian
President Vladimir Putin's
"forces on the ground are
essentially stalled."
"It's had the effect of him
moving his forces into a woodchipper," Austin told CBS on
Sunday.
Talks between Russia and
Ukraine have continued by
video conference but failed to
bridge the chasm between the
two sides, with Russia demand-

ing Ukraine disarm and
Ukraine saying Russian forces
must withdraw from the whole
country. Zelenskyy has said he
would be prepared to meet
Putin in person, but Kremlin
spokesman Dmitry Peskov said
Monday that more progress
must be made first. He said that
"so far significant movement
has not been achieved" in the
talks.
U.S. President Joe Biden
was expected to talk later
Monday with the leaders of
France, Germany, Italy and
Britain to discuss the war,
before heading later in the
week to Brussels and then
Poland for in-person talks.
In Ukraine's major cities,

hundreds of men, women and
children have been killed in
Russian attacks.
Ukraine's prosecutor general said a Russian shell struck
a chemical plant outside the
eastern city of Sumy just after
3 a.M. Monday, causing a leak
in a 50-ton tank of ammonia
that took hours to contain.
Russian
militar y
spokesman Igor Konashenkov
claimed the leak was a "planned
provocation" by Ukrainian
forces to falsely accuse Russia
of a chemical attack.
Konashenkov also said an
overnight cruise missile strike
hit a military training center in
the Rivne region of western
Ukraine.
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ountries scrambling to
replace Russian oil, gas
C
and coal supplies with any
available alternative may fuel
the world's "mutually assured
destruction" through climate
change, the head of the United
Nations warned Monday.
UN Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres said the allof-the-above' strategy now
being pursued by major
economies to end fossil fuel
imports from Russia because
of its invasion of Ukraine
could kill hopes of keeping
global warming below dangerous levels.
"Countries could become
so consumed by the immediate fossil fuel supply gap that
they neglect or knee-cap policies to cut fossil fuel use," he
said by video at an event organized by the Economist weekly.
"This is madness.
Addiction to fossil fuels is
mutually assured destruction."
Germany, one of Russia's
biggest energy customers,
wants to increase its supply of
oil from the Gulf and speed up
the building of terminals to
receive liquefied natural gas.
In the United States, White
House spokesperson Jen Psaki
earlier this month said the war
in Ukraine was a reason for
American oil and gas produc-

ers to "go get more supply out
of the ground in our own
country."
Guterres said that "instead
of hitting the brakes on the
decarbonization of the global
economy, now is the time to
put the pedal to the metal
towards a renewable energy
future."
His comments came as
scientists on the UN's
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change began a twoweek meeting to finalize their
latest report about the world's
efforts to curb emissions of
planet-heating greenhouse
gases.
A separate report, released
last month, found half of
humanity is already at serious
risk from climate change and
this will increase with each
tenth of a degree of warming.
Guterres said the Paris
climate accord's goal of capping global warming at 1.5
degrees
Celsius
(2.7
Fahrenheit) was "on life support" because countries aren't
doing enough to drive down
emissions.
With temperatures already
about 1.2C higher now than
before industrialization, keeping the Paris target alive
requires a 45% cut in global
emissions by 2030, he said.
But after a pandemicrelated dip in 2020, emissions
rose again sharply last year.
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ritain is accusing the
Russian state of being
behind hoax calls to two government ministers by an
imposter posing as the prime
minister of Ukraine.
Defense Secretary Ben
Wallace said the hoaxer was
able to speak to him on a video
call Thursday. Home Secretary
Priti Patel said she had received
a similar call, and Culture
Secretary Nadine Dorries said
an unsuccessful attempt was
made to speak to her.
Wallace said he became
suspicious and hung up after
the caller "posed several misleading questions."
He accused Russia of
"dirty tricks." Prime Minister
Boris Johnson's spokesman,
Max Blain, said Monday that
"the Russian state was responsible for the hoax calls made to
government ministers last
week."

B

resident Joe Biden has
added a stop in Poland to
his trip this week to Europe for
urgent talks with NATO and
European allies, as Russian
forces concentrate their fire
upon
cities and trapped civilians
in a nearly month-old invasion
of Ukraine.
Biden will first travel to
Brussels and then to Poland on
Friday to meet with leaders
there, press secretary Jen Psaki
said in a statement Sunday
night.
Poland is a crucial ally in
the Ukraine crisis. It is hosting
thousands of American troops
and is taking in more people
fleeing the war in Ukraine more than 2 million - than any
other nation in the midst of the
largest European refugee crisis
in decades.
Biden will travel on Friday
to Warsaw for a bilateral meeting with President Andrzej
Duda. Biden will discuss how
the U.S., along with its allies
and partners, is responding to
"the humanitarian and human
rights crisis that Russia's unjustified and unprovoked war on
Ukraine has created," Psaki
said.
White House officials have
said Biden has no plans to travel to Ukraine. Secretary of

State Antony Blinken, while in
Poland this month, briefly
crossed into neighboring
Ukraine in a show of solidarity alongside that country's foreign minister, Dmytro Kuleba.
Poland has been one of the
most vocal countries in asking
fellow NATO members to consider getting more involved to
rein in the bloodshed.
Russian President Vladimir
Putin's invasion of Ukraine
largely has united the U.S. And
NATO and European allies, as
well as allies in Asia and elsewhere. The United States and
European governments see
Moscow's military aggression
as a threat to their security and
strategic interests.
Biden and NATO have said
repeatedly that while the U.S.
And NATO will provide
weapons and other defensive
support to non-NATO member Ukraine, they are determined to avoid any escalation
on behalf of Kyiv that risks a
broader war with Russia.
The Pentagon on March 9
rejected a Polish proposal for
providing Ukraine with MiG
fighter jets via a NATO air base,
saying allied efforts against the
Russian invasion should focus
on more useful weaponry and
that the MiG transfer with a
U.S. And NATO connection
would run a "high risk" of escalating the war.

Ukraine's president,
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, has
pleaded for the U.S. To provide
his military with more aircraft
and advanced air-defense systems. NATO and the United
States have rejected his appeals
to establish a "no-fly zone"
over Ukraine to suppress
Russian air power, saying it
would put Western forces in
direct conflict with Russian
ones.
Determined resistance by
Ukrainian fighters when
Russian tanks and troops rolled
into Ukraine in late February
quickly defeated Russian forces'
attempts to storm Ukraine's
capital and unseat the westward-looking government.
Denied an easy and early victory, Russia's military is reverting to the scorched earth tactics of its past offensives in Syria
and Chechnya, and pounding

population centers with
airstrikes
and artillery barrages that
leave civilians like those in the
port city of Mariupol able to
safely venture out for food or
water, to bury the dead, or to
flee.
After Biden rallied
European allies to join in
sweeping sanctions against
Russia over the invasion at the
outset, his tasks now include
dealing with some NATO
members that are pushing for
more involvement directly in
the fighting. That includes proposals by Poland for peacekeepers.
Biden's trip includes a
summit Thursday of NATO
leaders, who will use the meeting to look at strengthening the
bloc's own deterrence and
defense, immediately and in the
long term, to deal with the now
openly confrontational Putin.
That gathering is intended
not just to show NATO's "support to Ukraine, but also our
readiness to protect and defend
all NATO allies," NATO
Secretar y-General
Jens
Stoltenberg told CBS' "Face
the Nation" on Sunday.
"And by sending that message, we are preventing an
escalation of the conflict to a
full-fledged war between
NATO and Russia," Stoltenberg
said.
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uropean Union countries
on Monday accused the
E
Russian armed forces of committing war crimes in Ukraine,
but appeared unlikely to
impose new sanctions on
Moscow despite a clamour
across Europe for those responsible for attacks on civilians to
be held to account.
With civilian deaths
mounting in the besieged port
city of Mariupol, German
Foreign Minister Annalena
Baerbock highlighted the
increase in Russian attacks on
civilian infrastructure, including hospitals and theatres.
The "courts will have to
decide, but for me these are
clearly war crimes", Baerbock
said.
Before chairing a meeting
of the 27-nation bloc's foreign
ministers here, EU foreign policy chief Josep Borrell said
"what's happening in Mariupol
is a massive war crime.
Destroying everything, bombarding and killing everybody
in an indiscriminate manner.

This is something awful."
The encircled southern
city on the Sea of Azov has seen
some of the worst horrors of
the war.
Multiple attempts to evacuate residents from Mariupol
have failed or only partly succeeded. City officials said at
least 2,300 people had died in
the siege, with some buried in
mass graves.
Underlining that "war also
has law", Borrell said the
International Criminal Court
in the Netherlands was gathering evidence about any possible war crimes in Ukraine, but
Russia, like the US, did not
recognise the tribunal's jurisdiction.
Irish Foreign Minister
Simon Coveney said his country was "certainly open to other
mechanisms for accountability in terms of the atrocities that
are taking place in Ukraine
right now".
Coveney said Russia's
invasion of Ukraine was probably the first "war being played
out on social media, where
people see images happening

live, and they're outraged by it".
"This is driving a fury
across the EU within the public as to why can't we stop this,"
he told reporters.
"They want people held to
account for the decisions taken
and the brutality that we have
seen."
The imposition of a new
round of sanctions - asset
freezes and travel bans appears unlikely for now.
Notorious for their often
slow handling of fast moving
international events, EU
nations have rallied in just
over three weeks since the
invasion began on February 24
to slap sanctions on 877 people, including Russian
President Vladimir Putin,
senior ministers and proKremlin oligarchs.
A further 62 "entities" -companies, banks, airlines and
ship builders -- have also been
hit in near record time.
But the issue of imposing
restrictive measures on energy
remains extremely sensitive,
given the dependence of many
EU countries on supplies of

Russia natural gas.
A group of countries led
by Germany wants a pause on
new measures for now, amid
concern about high energy
prices and fears that Russia
might halt gas exports to
Europe.
Some also want to save
sanction ammunition for any
new and major war atrocity,
like the use of chemical
weapons.
"We are doing everything
to close loopholes in the sanctions" that have already been
agreed, Baerbock said.
But Lithuanian Foreign
Minister
Gabrielius
Landsbergis, whose country
borders Russia and Belarus,
warned against "sanctions
fatigue".
"We cannot get tired,
imposing sanctions. We cannot get tired, offering assistance and help to Ukraine," he
said.
He said the EU must
start thinking about what kind
of attack by Russia would constitute a "red line" for tougher
measures.
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N Secretary General Antonio
Guterres on Monday said
India is pursuing bilateral
arrangements to achieve Prime
Minister Narendra Modi's "ambitious
targets" for renewable energy expansion by 2030, as he hoped this would
soon translate into a new, strengthened national climate plan.
In his live video message at the
Economist Sustainability Summit
'Keeping 1.5 Alive - Delivering on the
Fate of our Planet', Guterres said:
"India is pursuing bilateral measures to achieve Prime Minister
Modi's ambitious targets for renewable energy expansion by 2030,
which we hope to soon see reflected
in a new and strengthened national
climate plan."
Under the 2015 Paris Agreement
on Climate, countries agreed to cut
greenhouse gas emissions to limit the
temperature increase to 1.5 degree
Celsius above pre-industrial levels
At the United Nations Climate
Change Conference COP26 at
Glasgow in November last year,
Modi had announced that India
will achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2070 and said India will take
its non-fossil energy capacity to 500
GW by 2030.
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t least three people were
confirmed dead and two
missing after a boat carrying
10 people sank in stormy
weather off the New Zealand
coast, police said on Monday.
Five people were rescued
after the boat got into trouble
and set off a distress signal on
Sunday night off North Cape
on the northern coast, triggering a major search and rescue
operation.
Two bodies had been
located in the water and were
recovered by helicopter on
Monday morning, a police
statement said.A third body
had been recovered by a
search vessel, police said.
"Air, land and water
searches are ongoing in efforts
to locate the two people who
remain missing," the statement said.

A

He had also said India will meet
50 per cent of its energy requirements
from renewable energy by 2030 and
will reduce the total projected carbon
emissions by 1 billion tonnes from
now till 2030.
Modi added that by 2030, India
will reduce the carbon intensity of its
economy by more than 45 per cent.
Guterres said that if the world
wants to stop global warming, "we
need to go to the source - the G20".
Noting that the developed and

emerging economies of the G20
account for 80 per cent of all global
emissions, Guterres said a growing
number of G20 developed economies
have announced meaningful emissions reductions by 2030 - with a
"handful of holdouts", such as
Australia.
"But the development imperatives and economic structure of
major emerging economies are standing in the way of similar commitments. Above all, a high dependence

on coal. This includes China, India,
Indonesia and others," he said.
Guterres underlined that the
planet can't afford a climate blame
game, where developed countries say
that "we did our job - now it's up to
emerging economies to accelerate
their transition" while emerging
economies respond by saying that
"you exported carbon-intensive heavy
industrial activities to us in return for
cheaper goods. You have outsourced
pollution. If you look at emissions
that correspond to consumption - not
production - the developed world still
has a long way to go. Plus, you have
a historical responsibility - and that
is why we have the internationally
agreed principle of common but differentiated responsibilities in the
light of national circumstances."
Guterres said if this goes on,
"there are no winners in a blame
game. We can't point fingers while the
planet burns."
Outlining the
solution to deal with this, he said he
has been advocating for the formation of coalitions to provide major
emerging economies with resources
and technology to accelerate their
transition from coal to renewable
energy.
"These countries often hit many
roadblocks on the road to renewable
energy. These include: high capital

costs, technical challenges and inadequate access to finance," he said,
adding that they also need support
for a just transition for coal miners
and coal-dependent regions.
He noted that developed countries, multilateral development banks,
private financial institutions and
companies with the technical knowhow - all need to join forces in these
coalitions to deliver support at scale
and with speed to coal- intensive
economies. "Such a coalition has
been formed in South Africa. And
the pieces are coming into place for
coalitions in Indonesia, Vietnam
and elsewhere," he said.
He noted with concern that
there is an enormous emissions gap
and to keep the target of limiting
global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius
"alive" requires a 45 per cent reduction in global emissions by 2030 and
carbon neutrality by mid-century.
"There is no kind way to put it: The
1.5-degree goal is on life support. It
is in intensive care," he said.
He said the goal of 1.5 degree
Celsius can be kept alive by accelerating the phase-out of coal and all fossil fuels and implementing a rapid,
just and sustainable energy transition
- the only true pathway to energy
security; by delivering concrete outcomes.
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he Biden administration
T
intends to declare that
Myanmar's years-long repression
of the Rohingya Muslim population
is a "genocide," US Officials said
Sunday.
Secretary of State Antony
Blinken plans to make the longanticipated designation on Monday
at an event at the U.S. Holocaust
Memorial Museum, according to
the officials who spoke on condition of anonymity because the
move had not yet been publicly
announced.
The designation does not in
and of itself portend drastic new
measures against Myanmar's military-led government, which has
already been hit with multiple layers of U.S. Sanctions since the
campaign against the Rohingya
ethnic minority began in the country's western Rakhine state in 2017.
But it could lead to additional
international pressure on the government, which is already facing
accusations of genocide at the
International Court of Justice in
The Hague. Human rights groups
and lawmakers have been pressing
both the Trump and Biden administrations to make the designation.

At least one member of
Congress, Democratic Sen. Jeff
Merkley of Oregon, welcomed the
anticipated step.
"I applaud the Biden administration for finally recognizing the
atrocities committed against the
Rohingya as genocide," he said in
a statement released immediately
after the State Department
announced that Blinken would
deliver remarks on Myanmar at the
Holocaust Museum on Monday
and tour an exhibit entitled
"Burma's Path to Genocide."
Myanmar is also known as Burma.
"While this determination is
long overdue, it is nevertheless a
powerful and critically important
step in holding this brutal regime
to account," Merkley said. "Such
processes must always be carried
out objectively, consistently, and in
a way that transcends geopolitical
considerations."
Merkley called on the administration to continue the pressure
campaign on Myanmar by imposing additional sanctions on the government to include its oil and gas
sectors. "America must lead the
world to make it clear that atrocities like these will never be allowed
to be buried unnoticed, no matter
where they occur," he said.
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Lebanese judge on
Monday said she had filed
charges against the country's
central bank governor, accusing him of illegal enrichment
and money laundering during
Lebanon's economic meltdown.
Ghada Aoun, an investigative judge at Mount
Lebanon district court, said
Governor Riad Salameh's
brother Raja Salameh, who
was detained last week, was
also charged with "taking part
in these crimes".
Aoun, who also ordered
the brother's assets be frozen,
the Salameh brothers and a
Ukrainian citizen had formed
three illusive companies in
France to buy property there.
Aoun said last week that
Riad Salameh had used his
brother to buy real-estate in

A

France worth nearly USD12
million.
The move came as the
banking sector went on a
two-day strike on Monday to
protest recent moves by
Lebanon's judiciary against
local lenders.
Riad Salameh had steered
Lebanese finances since 1993,
through post-war recovery
and bouts of unrest.
Once praised as the
guardian of Lebanon's finan-

cial stability, he has drawn
increasing scrutiny since the
small country's economic
meltdown began in late 2019.
Riad Salameh, who has
been heading the central bank
for three decades, has repeatedly denied any wrongdoing.
He did not show up on
Monday morning for questioning by Aoun.
Raja Salameh, who was
detained on Thursday, will
remain in custody.
The suit against the
Salamehs was filed by a group
of lawyers who accuse the
governor of corruption.
In Januar y, Aoun
imposed a travel ban and
froze some of the assets of the
71-year-old governor who is
also being investigated in several European nations, including
Switzerland
and
France, for potential money
laundering.
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he Pakistan Tehreek-eInsaf government on
Monday filed a petition in the
Supreme Court seeking clarification on a constitutional
point regarding disqualification of the dissident lawmakers who have threatened to
vote against embattled Prime
Minister Imran Khan during
a no-trust motion.
Attorney General Khalid
Jawed Khan submitted the
move, also called a presidential reference, about interpretation of Article 63-A of
the Constitution in the wake
of nearly two dozen lawmakers of the ruling party threatening to vote in favour of the
opposition's no-trust motion.
The article says that anyone voting against the directive of the party leader on key

T

issues like no-trust move or
money bill will be disqualified.
The law is silent on the
duration of disqualification,
but Prime Minister Khan has
threatened life-time disqualification for the dissidents.
A two-judge bench, comprising Pakistan Chief Justice
Umar Ata Bandial and Justice
Munib Akhtar, will take up
the matter along with a plea
filed by the Supreme Court
Bar Association (SCBA) seeking intervention to keep peace
ahead of the no-trust vote.
The petition highlights
two interpretations of disqualification under Article
63-A, including simple deseating the member with no
further curbs, and lifetime
disqualification along with
the zero effects of the vitiated vote. Khan's party is trying

to seek a ruling that an erring
member's vote should not be
counted, so that vote of its
dissident lawmakers in the
favour of the no-trust move
should not add to the total
number of votes against the
Prime Minister.
These votes are crucial as
the opposition needs 172
votes to remove the Prime
Minister along with his cabinet. Around 100 lawmakers
from the Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz (PML-N) and
Pakistan Peoples' Party (PPP)
submitted the no-confidence
motion before the National
Assembly Secretariat on
March 8, alleging that the
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf PTI
Government led by Prime
Minister Khan was responsible for the economic crisis
and the spiralling inflation in
the country.
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union has called on secuA
rity staff at eight German
airports, including Frankfurt,
to walk off their jobs all day on
Tuesday in a pay dispute.
Monday's call by the ver.Di
union sets the stage for another round of disruption after
walkouts at several airports
last week.
Ver.Di called private security staff out on strike at
Frankfurt, Germany's busiest
airport, as well as Berlin,
Bremen, Hamburg, Hannover,
Stuttgart, Duesseldorf and
Cologne-Bonn, news agency
dpa reported.
Fraport, which operates
Frankfurt Airport, said no passengers due to start their journeys at the airport will be able
to board there.
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fter Donald Trump was
caught on video bragging
about sexually assaulting
women, Mike Pence stayed on
his ticket.
As the coronavirus ravaged
the US, the then-vice president
praised the administration's
response. And after a violent
mob threatened his life during
an attack on the US Capitol,
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ong Kong's leader Monday
said that the city would lift
flight bans on countries including Britain and the US, as well
as reduce quarantine time for
travellers arriving in the city as
coronavirus infections in its latest outbreak plateaus.
The city's chief executive
Carrie Lam announced during
a press conference Monday
that a ban on flights from nine
countries - Australia, Canada,
France, India, Nepal, Pakistan,
the Philippines, Britain and the
US - would be lifted from
April 1.
A flight ban on most these
countries has been in place
since January

H

Pence rejected entreaties to
invoke the 25th Amendment
to remove Trump from
office.But after years of being
a subservient sidekick, Pence is
beginning to distance himself
from Trump as he takes
increasingly overt steps toward
a White House bid of his own.
Last month, Pence called out
Trump by name, saying his former boss was "wrong" to insist
that he had the power to uni-

laterally overturn the results of
the 2020 election - a power vice
presidents do not possess.In a
separate speech before top
Republican donors, Pence
urged the GOP to move on
from Trump's 2020 grievances
and declared "there is no room
in this party for apologists" for
Vladimir Putin after Trump
praised the Russian leader's
maneuvering as "genius" before
his brutal invasion of Ukraine.
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was so hot in Kuwait last
that birds dropped
Ideadtsummer
from the sky.
Sea horses boiled to death
in the bay. Dead clams coated
the rocks, their shells popped
open like they'd been steamed.
Kuwait reached a scorching
temperature of 53.2 degrees
Celsius (127.7 degrees
Fahrenheit), making it among
the hottest places on earth.
The extremes of climate
change present existential perils all over the world. But the
record heat waves that roast
Kuwait each season have grown

so severe that people increasingly find it unbearable.
By the end of the century,
scientists say being outside in
Kuwait City could be lifethreatening - not only to birds.
A recent study also linked 67%
of heat-related deaths in the
capital to climate change.
And yet, Kuwait remains
among the world's top oil producers and exporters, and per
capita is a significant polluter.
Mired in political paralysis,
it stayed silent as the region's
petrostates joined a chorus
of nations setting goals
to eliminate emissions
at home.
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he US has transferred a significant number of Patriot
T
antimissile interceptors to Saudi
Arabia in recent weeks as the
Biden administration looks to
ease what has been a point of
tension in the increasingly complicated US-Saudi relationship.
A senior administration official

confirmed Sunday night that the
interceptors have been sent to
Saudi Arabia.
The official, who spoke on
the condition of anonymity to
discuss a decision that has not
been formally announced, said
the decision was in line with
President Joe Biden's promise
that "America will have the
backs of our friends in the

region." White House national security adviser Jake Sullivan
on Sunday condemned Houthi
forces in Yemen after they
unleashed one of their most
intense barrages of drone and
missile strikes on Saudi Arabia's
critical energy facilities, sparking a fire at one site and temporarily cuttingoil production at
another.
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hirty years after going public with
her story of abduction, rape and
T
forced prostitution by Japan's wartime
military, Lee Yong-soo fears she is
running out of time to get closure to
her ordeal.
The 93-year-old is the face of a
dwindling group of South Korean
sexual slavery survivors who have
been demanding since the early
1990s that the Japanese government
fully accept culpability and offer an
unequivocal apology. Her latest -- and
possibly final -- push is to persuade
the governments of South Korea and
Japan to settle their decades-long
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hree factory workers have
been reported missing following a powerful explosion at
a commercial dynamite factory in northern Greece, while
one worker was hospitalised
with light injuries, authorities
said Monday.
The blast occurred outside
the northern city of Grevena,
420 kilometers (260 miles)
northwest of Athens.
Fire service rescuers were
called to the site in a remote
area 30 kilometers (19 miles)
outside Grevena. Residents of
the town heard the explosion,
said regional governor Giorgos
Kasapidis.
"This was a very large
explosion that was detected
dozens of kilometers away,"
Kasapidis told state-run television.
"Explosives experts and
rescue specialists are on the
way to secure the site and
make sure there are no secondary consequences from the
initial explosion and to take
other actions necessary while
investigating the causes of the
accident."

T

impasse over sexual slavery by seeking judgement of the United Nations.
Lee leads an international group
of sexual slavery survivors and advocates -- including those from the
Philippines, China, Indonesia,
Australia and East Timor -- who sent
a petition to UN human rights investigators last week to press Seoul and
Tokyo to jointly refer the issue to UN's
International Court of Justice. The
group wants Seoul to initiate arbitration proceedings against Japan with
a UN panel on torture if Tokyo does
not agree to bring the case to the ICJ.It
is unclear whether South Korea,
which swears in a new government
in May, will consider bringing the

matter to the UN when it faces pressure to improve relations with Japan
amid a turbulent moment in global
affairs.It is hard for Lee to be patient
when other survivors keep dying. She
worries about their plight being forgotten or distorted by Japan's apparent efforts to downplay the coercive
and violent nature of the World War
II sexual slavery and exclude it from
schoolbooks.
She cried as she described how
she was dragged from home as a 16year-old to serve as a sex slave for
Japan's Imperial Army, and the harsh
abuse she endured at a Japanese military brothel in Taiwan until the end
of the war.
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en people were shot at a spring
break party in Dallas and several
T
others were injured as they tried to
escape the gunfire, police said.
One person was in critical condition following the shooting late
Saturday at The Space Dallas, a party
venue.
Nine others were taken to hospitals in stable condition and an unspecified number of people were injured
while trying to run away, police said.
No arrests have been announced yet.
Joe Morgan, 55, told The Dallas

Morning News that he was working
crowd control at the venue, where a
group of teens was hosting a spring
break party.He said he heard gunshots
being fired from outside of the venue.
"A lot of the kids were helping the
other kids," Morgan said on Sunday,
adding that he saw people with gunshot wounds to the chest, arms and
legs.The shooting was one of several
over the weekend involving multiple
victims in Texas. Four people were
shot in Austin as the city hosted its
annual South by Southwest Festival
and four teenagers were shot, one
fatally, at a birthday party in Houston.
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n elected official from New Mexico heads
to trial Monday with a judge - not a jury
A
- set to decide if he is guilty of charges that he
illegally entered the U.S. Capitol grounds on
the day a pro-Trump mob disrupted the certification of Joe Biden's presidential election
victory.
That's not the only unusual feature of the
case against Otero County Commissioner
Couy Griffin, whose trial in Washington, D.C.,
will be the second among the hundreds of people charged with federal crimes related to the
Jan. 6, 2021, siege.
Griffin is one of the few riot defendants
who isn't accused of entering the Capitol or
engaging in any violent or destructive behavior. He claims he has been selectively prosecuted for his political views.
Griffin, one of three members of the Otero
County Commission in southern New Mexico,
is among a handful of riot defendants who
either held public office or ran for a government leadership post in the 2 1/2 years before
the attack.
He is among only three riot defendants
who have asked for a bench trial, which means
a judge will decide his case without a jury. U.S.
District Court Judge Trevor McFadden is
scheduled to hear one day of testimony.
Griffin, a former rodeo rider and former
pastor, helped found a political committee
called Cowboys for Trump. In a court filing,
prosecutors called him "an inflammatory
provocateur and fabulist who engages in
racist invective and propounds baseless conspiracy theories, including that Communist
China stole the 2020 Presidential Election.
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Yard have arrested a
Scioncotland
Tunisian national on suspiof the murder and assault
of a British woman of Indian
origin in her student accommodation in London.
Sabita Thanwani, a 19year-old British national, was
found with serious injuries to
her neck at Arbour House student flats in Clerkenwell area of

London and pronounced dead
at the scene on Saturday.
On Monday, her family
paid tribute to their "beautiful
and irreplaceable angel" whose
life was cut "tragically short".
"She was ripped away from
those who loved her so very
dearly; her mum, dad, brother,
grandparents, extended family
and friends," the family said in
a statement issued via the
Metropolitan Police.

"Sabita was the most caring
and loving person we have
ever known. She inspired us
every day of her precious 19
years of life. Her mission was
to help everyone. She was
studying psychology at City
University to make this happen.
Her whole life was ahead of her,
a life where her radiant smile
and incredible heart could only
spread warmth and kindness,"
they said.

"In her short life, she
helped so many. Sabita was
pure and did not see bad in
anyone, because there was no
badness in her own awesome
heart. We will never ever stop
loving or missing our beautiful,
irreplaceable Sabita. The girl
that was an angel upon the
earth is now an angel in heaven," they added. Her family said
that they pray that lessons will
be learnt.
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eversing its early gains,
benchmark BSE Sensex
R
plunged by 571 points or nearly 1 per cent at close on Monday
following losses in banking,
oil, FMCG and IT stocks as
surging oil prices played spoilsport amid prolonged RussiaUkraine war.
The 30-share Sensex
opened higher and rose over
260 points to touch the day's
high of 58,127.95. However,
losses in banking, oil and
FMCG stocks dragged the
index down by 634 points to
touch a low of 57,229.08.
The barometer settled at
57,292.49, down by 571.44
points or 0.99 per cent. The
index had rallied over 2,000
points in the previous two sessions.
The broader NSE Nifty
declined by 169.45 points or
0.98 per cent to finish at
17,117.60 after rallying over 620
points in the past two sessions.
It touched a high of 17,353.35

points and a low of 17,096.40 in
the day trade.
Among Sensex constituents, Power Grid fell the
most by 2.93 per cent, followed
by Asian Paints (2.85 per cent),
UltraTech Cement (2.81 per
cent), Nestle (2.49 per cent),
Kotak Bank (2.42 per cent)
Hindustan Unilever (2.41 per
cent) and HCL Technologies
(2.32 per cent).
Index
heavyweight
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New Delhi: Public sector Punjab National Bank will convene a board meeting later this month to decide on its capital raising plan through debt for the next fiscal year.
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New Delhi: AffordPlan, a healthcare finance company,
announced a partnership with Milann Fertility & Birthing
Hospitals to extend affordable and accessible fertility treatments. AffordPlan's mission is to make healthcare finance easy
and affordable, said Aditya Sharma, CEO of AffordPlan. "Since
its inception, Milann's endeavour has been to redefine hightech fertility care in India, said Shailesh Guntu, CEO of Milann
Fertility & Birthing Hospitals.
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New York : Warren Buffett's Berkshire Hathaway is buying the insurance company Alleghany in a deal valued at
approximately USD11.6 billion. The acquisition will expand
Berkshire's already considerable insurance holdings including brands like Geico auto insurance.
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New Delhi : Electric two-wheeler maker Crayon Motors
on Monday launched its new low-speed, electric scooter model
Envy at a starting price of C64,000.
The e-scooter comes with features like keyless start, reverse
assist, geotagging, digital speedometer, central locking, and
mobile charging along with a large boot space, the company
said in a statement.
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Mumbai : Sanitaryware major Asian Granito on
Monday announced a C500-crore rights issue to fund its
expansion plans. Under this expansion, the company plans
to set up three manufacturing units at an investment of
around Rs 300 crore in luxury surfaces and bathware
segments.
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New Delhi : Digital payments platform PhonePe on
Monday announced that it has acquired GigIndia, a network
for freelance micro-entrepreneurs.
As part of the acquisition, GigIndia, which has 1.5 million entrepreneurs and over 100 enterprises as customers, will
integrate with PhonePe, the company said in a statement.
It did not divulge the size of the buyout.
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New Delhi : Inflection Point Ventures (IPV), an angel investment platform, on Monday announced the launch of its new fund
Physis Capital that will have a corpus of USD 50 million (about
Rs 380 crore). The new fund aims to build a portfolio of 15-20
startups with an average ticket size of USD 2.5 million, IPV said
in a statement. The fund will actively invest in sectors like vertical commerce, consumer tech, social and content creator, business to business software as a service and enterprise tech, it added.

Reliance Industries dropped
by 0.5 per cent, HDFC by 1 per
cent and ICICI Bank by 1.3 per
cent.
In contrast, Sun Pharma,
HDFC Bank, Maruti, Titan
and NTPC were the only gainers. "With no significant
improvement in the tensions
between Russia and Ukraine
and uncertainty in the Gulf
region, crude prices surged
leading to a sell-off in the

domestic market after the
recent rally. FII's coming back
to buying mode is a positive for
domestic equities but a rise in
bulk diesel prices and inflationary pressure are bending the
domestic market," said Vinod
Nair, Head of Research at Geojit
Financial Services.
International oil benchmark Brent crude jumped 3.53
per cent to USD 111.5 per barrel on reports that European
countries this week will consider an oil embargo on Russian
oil, which could restrict supplies
and fuel price rise.
The broader market depicted a mixed trend with the BSE
midcap declining 0.68 per cent,
while the smallcap gauge gaining 0.38 per cent.
Among BSE sectoral
indices, utilities tumbled 1.89
per cent, followed by power
(1.81 per cent), FMCG (1.46per
cent) and bank (1.30 per cent).
A total of 1,971 stocks
declined, while 1,550 advanced
and 149 remained unchanged
on BSE.
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inance Minister Nirmala
eserve Bank Governor
Sitharaman on Monday RShaktikanta Das on
F
asserted that the proposed 8.1 Monday said the RBI will

atanjali Ayurved group-controlled Ruchi Soya Industries will
P
hit the capital markets with a Rs

per cent interest rate on employees' provident fund is better than
interest rates offered by other
small savings schemes, and the
revision is dictated by the realties of the current times. The
EPFO's central board takes a call
on interest rate on provident
fund deposits, and it is the
board that has proposed cutting
PF rate to 8.1 per cent for
FY2021-22, she said in her reply
to a discussion on Appropriation
Bills in the Rajya Sabha.
"EPFO has a central board
which is the one which takes the
call on what rate has to be given
for them, and they have not
changed it for quite some
time...They have changed it
now ... To 8.1 per cent," she said.

4,300-crore follow-on offer on
March 24, making the country's
largest edible oil-maker the first to
be re-listed after the bankruptcy
process.
The management led by Ruchi
Soya chairman Acharya Balakrishna
and Baba Ramdev, non-executive
director, on Monday announced the
price-band for the issue at Rs 615650.
At the upper end, Patanjali,
which now owns 98.9 per cent of the
company, will dilute around 19 per
cent and 18 per cent at the lower end
of the price band.
The remaining 6-7 per cent, to
meet the mandatory 25 per cent
public float, will be diluted before
the Sebi deadline of December
2022, the company said.

continue to ensure adequate
liquidity to support the
economy, which is facing
many headwinds in the form
of soaring crude oil and key
commodity prices following
the Russian invasion of
Ukraine. Das, while addressing an industry meet organised by CII here this evening,
said since the pandemic-hit
the economy in March 2020,
the central bank has
pumped in a whopping Rs
17 lakh crore into the economy and assured the industry that the RBI will continue to ensure that the economy is well oiled with funds.
The governor further
said banks at the system level
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xpressing concerns that
the farmers at village level
E
are not able to get required

he rupee slumped by 34
paise to close at 76.18
against the US dollar on
Monday as rising crude oil
prices and a lacklustre trend
in domestic equities weighed
on investor sentiment.
Expectations of aggressive
rate hikes by the US Federal
Reserve to control inflation
also weighed on the local
unit.
At the interbank foreign
exchange market, the rupee
opened lower at 76.08 against
the American currency, later
lost further ground to settle at
76.18, down 34 paise from the
previous close.
On Thursday, the rupee
spurted by 37 paise to close at
75.84 against the US dollar.
The forex market was closed
on Friday on account of Holi.

quantum of fertilisers during
peak agricultural seasons
despite of provision of Rs. 1.2
lak h crore budget on
fer t ilis ers
subsidy,
a
Parliament ar y St anding
Committee on Chemicals and
Fertilisers has asked foolproof
measures should be taken by
the States to check the menace of black market ing,
hoarding
and
artificial shortages.
The committee has asked
both the Centre and the States
to chalk out a strategy for regular audit of the sales of subsidized fertilisers at the
Company, Wholesaler and
Retailer level so as to check
unfair practices, if any at various levels.
The Committee headed
by Kanimozhi Karunanidhi

T

States to take all the steps for
ensuring timely availability
of required quantum of fertilizers to the farmers particularly during peak seasons of
cultivation of crops and no
farmer should be deprived of
subsidised fertilizers.
The report said that there
were reports that retailers ask
the farmers to buy other products manufactured by a particular company along with
subsidized fertilizers.
The C ommittee als o
noted with concern that on
one hand the Department is
claiming that there is no
shortage of fertilizers while on
the other hand there are news
regarding the non-availability of fertilizers to the farmers.
"There are also reports
that Urea is being sold in
black market at higher prices
due to mis-management at the
local level.
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old in the national capital
G
on Monday gained marginally by C26 to C51,400 per

10 grams in line with firm
international precious metal
prices, according to HDFC
Securities. In the previous
trade, the precious metal settled at C51,374 per 10 grams.
Silver also gained C 173 to
C67,956 per kg from Rs 67,783

per kg in the previous trade. In
the international market, gold
was trading higher at USD

1,924 per ounce and silver
was flat at USD 24.99 per
ounce.
"Gold prices traded marginally up with spot gold prices
at COMEX trading at USD
1,924 per ounce on Monday.
Gold prices traded firm, supported by weaker dollar and
geopolitical risk over RussiaUkraine war," HDFC Securities
Senior Analyst Commodities
Tapan Patel said.
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of Future group of
companies were under presSsurehares
on Monday with Future
Lifestyle Fashions and Future
Retail tanking the most in tandem with a weak broader market. Future Lifestyle Fashions
Ltd tumbled 9.08 per cent
while Future Retail Ltd tanked
7.88 per cent. Similarly, Future
Consumer Ltd declined 3.48
per cent, Future Supply Chain
Solutions dipped 2.37 per cent
and Future Enterprises Ltd
went lower by 0.13 per cent on
the BSE.
Listed companies of the
Kishore Biyani-led Future
group on Saturday informed
the exchanges about the meetings of their respective shareholders and creditors on April
20 and 21 to get their approval
for the C24,713-crore deal with
Reliance Retail. The meetings
will be held virtually through
video conferencing and other
audio-visual means, the addendum notice added.

are in better health now
with the capital adequacy
ratio at 16 per cent, and
gross NPAs falling to a
record low of 6.5 per cent.
He said despite the
headwinds arising from the
Russia-Ukraine war, the
economy is better placed
given the high forex reserves
and low current account
gap. "We are comfortably
placed to deal with any challenges with regard to financing the CAD, and the RBI
stands committed to deal
with any challenges on this
front," he said.
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he Government has filed
updated draft papers with
T
market regulator Sebi for an
initial public offer of LIC,
incorporating December quarter financials of the insurance
behemoth, an official said on
Monday. In the run-up to the
mega IPO, on February 13, the
government had filed the draft
red herring prospectus
(DRHP) with the regulator
giving details of financial
results till September. The
DRHP got Sebi approval early
this month.
"Updated DRHP of LIC
with December financials has
been filed," an official said,
adding it was required to be
done as per Sebi observations.
As per the updated financials, the Life Insurance
Corporation reported a net
profit of C235 crore in the
October-December quarter.
The net profit in April-

December, 2021, increased to
C1,671.57 crore from C7.08
crore a year ago. The government is expecting to garner
over C60,000 crore by selling
about 31.6 crore or 5 per cent
stake in the life insurance firm
to meet the curtailed disinvestment target of C78,000 crore in
the current fiscal.
The IPO was originally
planned to be launched in
March, but the Russia-Ukraine
crisis has derailed the plans as
stock markets are highly
volatile.
The government has time
till May 12 to launch the IPO
without filing fresh papers with
the Securities and Exchange
Board of India.
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uman minds are in a state of constant turmoil. Everyone is competing with one another to be happy
and content in this world, but the problem
is that no one knows how to do it. Perfectly
balancing reality and artificiality has become
problematic in today's fast-paced world,
resulting in adverse mental health issues in
all ages of people.
Excess of everything is bad. Mobile
technology was invented to make communication easy and quick, but its excessive
advancements have affected human cognition. The human brain functions better
without a smartphone. Also, excess smartphone usage might lead to the impairment
of social and emotional abilities of the
human mind, further leading to becoming
inattentive.
Dr Yashwant Chaudhri, a renowned
psychiatrist, explained that internet user
behaviour was completely changed when
the COVID-19 pandemic hit the world.
According to the NCBI, the lockdowns
across countries have entailed a rise in the
use of information systems and networks,
with massive changes in usage patterns and
user behaviour.
The corporate world and even the
smaller enterprises were left with no other
options but to switch online to get their jobs
done. When the whole world found themselves stuck between their smartphones and
laptops, online marketers plunged into this
pool of opportunity. A 2020 study shows
that lifestyle and mental health disruptions
became common during the pandemic, and
the world became entirely dependent on the
internet. Marketers incorporate innovative
ways to keep their consumers glued to their
screens 24x7.
Social media and self-harm among
youth have become quite prevalent, shows
data. Over a dozen cases of suicide were
reported in the USA that involved younger
people. Internet hecklers frequently use
social media to promote lewd comments
and make brutal attacks on others. They
often send racial messages on the influencers' photos and share morphed pictures
of the ones they hate, causing the victims
embarrassment, hurt, and actual agony.
Researchers at California Medical
Behavioral Therapy stated that technological advancements lead to distressing brains.
Further explaining that the human brain
consists of about one billion neurons; still,
only a limited amount of information can
be retained. From online shopping of groceries, clothes, and even medicines, to dating on online applications, innovation has
comforted human life to the next level. But
is it helping humankind or destroying it?
Technologies have cut down human
interactions to zero, and let's not forget that
man is a social animal, and virtual interactions are not enough to gratify people's
minds.
Due to advanced technologies, doctors
are working on a more focused and detailed
study on mental health issues.
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urning fossil fuels is the major cause of air pollution as when
they are burnt, it releases harmful gases and chemicals into
the air making it poisonous to breathe. According to a report
from the World Health Organisation, air pollution is responsible for nearly seven million deaths every year around the globe.
It has been seen that 9 out of 10 human beings are currently
breathing air that exceeds the WHO’s guideline limits for pollutants, with those living in low- and middle-income countries
suffering the most.
With the advent of winter every year, the air quality in Delhi
and its nearby cities starts dipping. The ambient level of air pollution is oscillating, at times exceeding the safety limits for key
air pollutants that pose health risks to people. The problem has
aggravated due to lack of breeze that let the pollutants to remain
static, emissions from motor vehicles and industrial pollution,
as well as ongoing construction activities and roadside dust.
According to the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, the
wind speed and ventilation index are ‘extremely unfavourable’
for dispersion of pollutants.
Major pollutants in the air are carbon monoxide, particulate matter, ground level ozone and oxides of nitrogen and sulphur dioxide. Particulate matter is the main public health threat
and the health impacts depend on the level of exposure (frequently expressed in ug/m3) and the duration of exposure (short
term, between 8 or 24 hours, or long term). Many are reporting allergic reactions due to the changing temperature and poor
air quality.
With the rise in toxic air, cases of allergies, viral fever, bacterial and fungal infections are also seeing a surge. Infants and
pregnant women are at greater risk of contracting winter allergies. Studies have suggested that air pollution is particularly harmful to unborn children during pregnancy.Air pollution has negative effects on both mother and foetus from air pollution levels below standards. According to the 'State of Global Air 2019'
study, it has been reported that the life on average of a South Asian
child growing up in current high levels of air pollution will be
shortened by two years and six months. Exposure to polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), the most common particle pollutants, has been linked to premature birth, low birthweight and,
in extreme cases, infant mortality. It’s also been associated with
greater risk of autism and obesity later in childhood.
Air pollution leads to DNA mutation
Air pollution does not only cause considerable deterioration
of the vital organs but also causes damage on the cellular level.
Breathing in highly polluted air on a regular basis, or long term
exposure can compromise cellular composition, which in turn
leads to DNA mutations. Any level of cellular damage can cause
organ damage and compromise the body’s immune response,
leading to viral multiplication.
This could be dangerous when we already have the deadly
COVID virus in our environment. Various studies have suggested that air pollution can lead to endothelial damage, inflammation, which in turn can lead to clogged arteries and heightened
cardiovascular risk. Hypertension, which is one factor which poses
risk to cardio health, is bad for COVID. Hypertensive patients
tend to be low on some form of receptors in the body, known
as ACE2, which coronavirus spike proteins interact with and
attack the body.
How should we save ourselves from air pollution?
Wearing masks is essential: Whenever you step out of the
house, it’s mandatory to put your mask on. Make sure that it covers your nose, mouth and chin. If somebody is suffering from
lung disease, then the particular person should definitely wear
a mask when the air quality is dipping everyday.
Use air purifiers: The air inside your home is equally polluted as it’s outside. A good quality air purifier helps to combat
the harmful effect of pollution. One can also use natural air
purifiers such as aloe vera and spider plant in his/her home and
workplace.
Eat nutritious food to strengthen your immunity
Food items like onion, ginger, garlic, turmeric, fenugreek,
raw honey, cardamom are effective to protect oneself from air
pollution. Adding these foods in your diet can help you when
the air quality is poor. Also, I prefer home-cooked food over outside food.
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PINEAPPLE
JUICE:
Pineapple juice has a lot of
vitamins and minerals in it.
It's especially high in manganese, copper, vitamin B6,
and vitamin C, all of which
are essential for your body's
normal functioning. It's
high
in
antioxidants,
which assist
your body fight
sickness and damage. Bromelain, a
collection
of
enzymes found in
pineapple, may help

to reduce inflammation,
improve digestion, and promote immunity. M may aid
in the reduction of inflammation caused by trauma,
injuries, surger y,
rheumatoid
arthritis, and
osteoarthritis.
More juicespecific research
is,
however,
r e q u i r e d .
Bromelain has
been linked to
indications of
improved heart
health in studies.
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hronic aches, swelling and
pinching or sharp shooting
pain in the knee or hip are
some of the issues when you
face joint problems. All these symptoms not only give you sleepless
nights but also restrict your ability to
do things you would normally do. It’s
a common health condition in middle to old aged people but these days
younger adults are also affected by
joint problems and it’s mostly due to
some sports injury, accident or just
degenerative osteoarthritis. Experts
suggest that in order to tackle such
joint pains a person should take adequate rest with anti-inflammatory
medications. If the condition still persists then one should consult a doctor and explore the possibilities of
cartilage preservation surgery otherwise they will have to go for joint
replacement surgery.

C

When to consider surgery?
When you work, sleep, walk or
even sit for a longer period of time
and your hip or knee pain continues
to affect you, and you feel that you
are getting dependent on other people to carry out your activity of daily
living, or if you feel that you are trying to change your lifestyle to become
less active in order to avoid pain, then
you should opt for a surgical procedure such as total joint replacement. Surgical procedure is suggested only when non-surgical treatments including medications and
physiotherapy do not provide any
relief from your pain and improve the
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quality of life. Knee and hip replacement surgery is now a technically
demanding, precise but extremely
successful surgery and it has become
a very common scenario to have a
knee replacement surgery.
Through total joint replacement
surgery, surfaces of an arthritic or
damaged joint are removed and
resurfaced or replaced with a metal,
plastic, or ceramic device called a
prosthesis. These prostheses are
designed in such a way to replicate
the movement of a healthy joint. This
procedure is mostly used to replace
hip and knee but now it can be performed on other joints including
wrist, ankle, elbow and shoulder.
Since the advent of robotics, and
availability of excellent quality longlasting implants, trying for placement
surgery is no longer an age-related
surgical procedure, anybody can opt
for it to improve the quality of life.
This procedure is a must for those
who have bone-on-bone osteoarthritis of the hip or knee. In any good
centre across the world, the two main
complications of joint replacement
surgery or deep vein thrombosis and
infection. The rate of infection is usually less than 0.5% and with better
infrastructure and operation theatres
using laminar airflow to filter and
provide bacteria free air in the operation theatre, the rate has been
maintained low. To prevent deep vein
thrombosis, early mobilisation and
use of blood thinners post operatively have gone a long way to protect
patients from these.

Preparing yourself for total joint
replacement
Just a week ahead of your
surgery, your doctor and his surgical
team would brief you well about the
whole procedure and perform certain
tests such as blood tests and a cardiogram. You should also clarify your
doubts including post surgery complications. It’s essential that you
should be well-prepared for the
surgery both mentally and physically. Doctors will help you to prepare
mentally but for physical strength,
you need to eat right and exercise as
suggested by the doctor. At home, get
your assistive items such as a shower chair, handrail if your age is more
than 70, which you would need post
surgery. Once you are well-prepared
then you can have a smooth surgery
and speedy recovery as well.
Recovery
With robotic surgery, and aggressive rehabilitation protocols being followed in certain centres of the country, you will be made to stand up and
walk three hours after your surgery.
The more you exercise the better you
will feel. Exercise as suggested by the
doctor and guided through a physiotherapist, if done properly becomes
the most integral part of the recovery process. Your physiotherapist will
guide you with specific exercises that
will help in restoring movement
and strengthening of the joint.
Sometimes, there is a temporary pain
in the replaced joint because of the
surrounding muscles and tissues.
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troke has been considered to be
one of the most common and
leading causes of morbidity and
disability. It is estimated that, in every
40 seconds someone suffers from
stroke and a person dies of stroke
every four minutes globally. While
increased screen time is known to
result in adverse health outcomes,
stroke is one such deadly disease that
has recently been linked to it.
In the COVID era, digital screen
time has gone up throughout the
world, pertaining to the transformation to online platforms. With many
professionals working from home as
well as students attending classes
online, screen time has increased
exponentially. It is a lesser-known fact
that the higher screen time is directly linked with a plethora of co-morbidities including the risk for stroke,
diabetes and heart diseases. Every
hour increase in screen time beyond
the recommendation increases stroke
risk by nearly 20 per cent.
Multiple studies have shrinkage
or loss of tissue volume in grey matter areas (where “processing” occurs)
in internet/gaming addiction, Areas
affected included the important
frontal lobe, which governs executive
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functions, such as planning, planning, prioritising, organising, and
impulse control.
Earlier, stroke was considered to
be a disease of the elderly (people in
the age bracket of 60 years and above)
but in recent years more stroke
attacks are seen in the younger population. A current study elaborated
that even though the overall incidence of stroke saw a downward
trend in the recent years, there was
a striking rise in the incidence of
stroke among the younger aged 25 to
45 years. In comparison to US, and
other developed countries, India has
a much higher prevalence of stroke
cases among the younger group,
which are almost double.
According to a recent US based
study, digital screen time has been
found to be inversely proportional
with life expectancy. As per the
study, for every hour of digital screen
time, the life expectancy reduces by
upto 22 minutes. The amount of
screen time also had adverse outcomes including heart attacks, stroke,
and cancer.
A large scale study from the
United Kingdom with over 40,000
participants concluded that the stroke

risk was significantly higher when
screen time was more than two
hours a day. Higher physical activity (1 hour walk a day for seven days
a week) offered some protection
against the adverse effects of prolonged screen time. In fact the cancer risk also increased with an
increase in screen time.
One develops an addiction to the
screen over a period of time and can
be looked upon similar to addiction
to recreational substances. There is
a constant balance in the brain
between the centre for rationalisation
(decision making) and the centres for
motivation and rewards. Over time,
the centre for motivation and reward
has an upper hand over the centre for
rationalisation at which point addiction behaviour develops.
A certain chemical substance
called dopamine increases in the
brain when an activity results in a
pleasurable experience. With time a
person addicted to screen would no
longer perceive his/her favourite
food, family and vacation time as a
pleasurable experience anymore.
This is because the threshold for
dopamine levels that results in a
rewarding experience increases.

Similar process takes place in developing addiction with the screens.
Beyond two hours, every hour
spent in front of the digital screen
raises the risk of stroke by 20 per cent,
a major contributing factor for stroke
risk among the younger population.
What can one do to negate the
effects of prolonged screen time?
Researchers have found that if one
resorts to 2 to 5 minutes of physical
activity for every 20 minutes spent
on the screen, it significantly reduces
the chance of developing diabetes
and obesity.
Avoid blue light emitting devices
when you go to bed. This reduces the
amount of melatonin, a chemical
substance that switches your brain
from the wake to the sleep state.
Using a device at night will prevent
you from sleeping and in turn predispose you to a higher risk of
stroke.
Recommendations and conclusions from the study explained that
toddlers within two years of age
should strictly refrain from digital
screens, and an adult aged 16+
should maximum expose only two
hours a day to cut down on the longterm risk of stroke.
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r. Gitanjali Batmanabane, former
Director of All India Institute of
Medical Sciences (Bhubaneswar),
joined as Pro VC Medical Sciences in
GITAM Deemed to be University in
Visakhapatnam. Along with the GIMSR
Medical College and Hospital, Dr. Gitanjali
will also oversee the schools of Nursing,
Paramedical Sciences, and Physiotherapy in
the Visakhapatnam campus.
Dr Gitanjali retired recently after a long
and illustrious career as a Professor of the
Pharmacology department of Jawaharlal
Institute of Postgraduate Medical Education
and Research (JIPMER), Puducherry.
She is a lifetime JIPMER product having done all her medical studies there
including PhD and serving as a faculty member there since 1984.
She held several crucial leadership positions at JIPMER in her tenure along with
important deputations to WHO as Technical
Officer—Essential Drugs and Other
Medicines and most notably to AIIMS
Bhubaneswar as its second director. During
her successful stint as AIIMS Bhubaneswar
director, she also held additional charges of
AIIMS Patna, AIIMS Guwahati and AIIMS
Kalyani as a director ranging from 1 to 3
years.
She has worked with the WHO.
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aylor Fritz stunned Rafael Nadal 6-3,
7-6 (7/5) on Sunday to win the ATP
Indian Wells Masters and end the 21time Grand Slam champion's perfect
20-0 run to start 2022.
Fritz, ranked 20th in the world, claimed
his second career title and his first at the elite
Masters 1000 level while denying Nadal a
record-equalling 37th Masters crown.
The 24-year-old American achieved his
biggest triumph despite an injured right
ankle that was so painful when he tested it
Sunday morning he didn't think he'd be able
to play.
"This is just one of those childhood
dreams, winning this tournament especially,
Indian Wells, this is one of those childhood
dreams you never even think can come true,"
the Southern California native said, fighting
back tears.
The 35-year-old Nadal was also pushing
himself through pain, twice receiving treatment on his upper body during the match.
"Obviously there's some stuff going on,"
Fritz said of Nadal's struggles, but that did't
dim his joy in becoming the first American
men's champion at Indian Wells since Andre
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Agassi in 2001 and the youngest Indian Wells
men's winner since Novak Djokovic in 2011.
Nadal had already said he would skip next
week's Miami Masters to give his body a rest
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akistan recovered from
dropped catches to restrict
Australia to 232-5 and deny
Usman Khawaja a second consecutive century on Day 1 of
the third and final test on
Monday.
Fast bowler Naseem Shah,
the only Pakistan change from
the second drawn test at
Karachi, picked up 2-36 to
lead a fightback in the last session after Australia won the
toss and opted to bat on another slow and low-bouncy wicket.
Cameron Green was
unbeaten on 20 and Alex Carey
was not out on 8 when bad
light stopped play two overs
before the scheduled close.
The
Pakistan-born
Khawaja, who scored 160 and
44 not out at Karachi and 97
runs in the opening test draw,
fell for 91 when Babar Azam
plucked a brilliant one-handed shin-high
catch in the slip.
Khawaja
batted for nearly
5-1/2 hours for his
resilient 219-ball
knock before he tried to
flick off-spinner Sajid
Khan (1-65) to mid-wicket.
But the ball spun away sharply
and took the thick outside
edge of the bat.
Naseem was finally
rewarded for his disciplined
bowling when he had Steve
Smith (59) trapped leg before
wicket and also found the outside edge of Travis Head (26).
Smith faced 169 balls and
hit six fours before he was
undone by Naseem's delivery,
which came back sharply and
hit the batter's knee in front of
the stumps.
Head's below-par series
continued and despite getting
a reprieve on 7 when Sajid
couldn't grab a chest-high catch
of his own bowling, he couldn't last long enough.
Khawaja and Smith
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had revived Australia from the
early jolt of Shaheen Shah
Afridi (2-39) with a 138-run
stand in almost four hours
before Pakistan hit back with
three late wickets.
Left-arm fast bowler Afridi
had picked up two wickets in
his second over to cut Australia
to 8-2 before Khawaja and
Smith thwarted Pakistan.
Khawaja didn't score a
boundary over the first hour
and also survived a sharp
chance on 12 when Azam
couldn't get down in time to
hold onto an edge in the slip.
Smith also had an early
escape on 19 when left-arm
spinner Nauman Ali couldn't
hold onto a sharp return catch
immediately after Khawaja's
edge slipped under Babar's
hands.
Pakistan's fast bowlers
bowled in short spells but both
Smith and Khawaja negated the
reverse swing on a flat wicket
with mercury hovering around
mid-30 degrees Celsius (95
d e g r e e s
Fahrenheit).

and prepare for the claycourt season.
After fearing a foot injury that halted his
2021 capaign might end his career, the
Spaniard claimed a record-setting 21st Grand

arcelona stunned Real Madrid with a 4-0 victor y on Sunday as Pierre-Emerick
Aubameyang scored twice in a Clasico demolition at the Santiago Bernabeu.
The match was billed as a test of Barca's
progress under Xavi Hernandez and they
passed with flying colours, a humiliation of their
fiercest rivals suggesting they are primed to challenge again for La Liga next season.
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Slam singles title with an epic comeback vicory over Daniil Medvedev in the Australian
Open final, then won the title at Acapulco.
Battling to the end, he saved one match
point in the 10th game of the second set, but
in a tense tiebreaker that decided it all Fritz
proved too much.
After Nadal spun a forehand wide to give
up another match point, Fritz put it away with
yet another of his big forehand winners.
Fritz's fitness concerns were at the forefront when the American fell on the very first
point of the match.
But otherwise he showed no ill-effects as
he broke Nadal twice to race to a 4-0 led in
the opening set in 19 minutes.
Nadal, coming off a draining three-set
semi-final victory over 18-year-old compatriot Carlos Alcaraz, looked sluggish, but he
appeared to have found his range when he held
at love to make it 4-1.
But he was unable to make any inroads on
Fritz's serve until the American served for the
set at 5-2 and Nadal converted his only break
chance of the set when Fritz sent a forehand
long.
However, the Spaniard was unable to build
any momentum, immediately surrendering the
break and the set after 39 minutes.

ormer French Open champion
Iga Swiatek beat Maria Sakkari
F
6-4, 6-1 on Sunday to win the
WTA Indian Wells title and move
to a career-high ranking of number two in the world.
Swiatek's fifth career title was
her second in as many tournaments after her triumph in Doha
last month, and pushed her WTA
match-win streak to 11.
It also ensured the 20year-old from Poland, who
shot to prominence with her
victory at Roland
Garros in 2020,
will climb two
spots to supplant
B a r b o r a
Krejcikova at
number two
in the rankings behind
Australian
Ashleigh
Barty on
Monday.
"I'm really overwhelmed and honestly

my mind is blown," Swiatek said.
"I wasn't expecting to be in that
place, honestly, especially after
playing so well in previous touranments I didn't know it was possible for me to play that well that
long."
But tennis isn't the only thing
that has been on Swiatek's mind in
recent weeks, and as she accepted
her trophy she offered a call for
unity with Ukraine as the Russian
invasion continues
to wreak havoc in
that country.
Greece's
Sakkari,
who came
into the
tournament
ranked sixth
in the world
and also
had
a
chance to
get to number
two
with a victory, will rise to
a career-high
third.
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n inconsistent India will have no
room for errors when they take on
A
a spirited Bangladesh in their mustwin ICC Women's World Cup league
match here on Tuesday.
India's problems have compounded over the course of their campaign,
which has seen them win two games
and lose three, including back-to-back
defeats against England and Australia.
The heavy fluctuations in the
batting performance was already a
concern and with the ease Australia
chased down a record 278 in the previous game, the Indian bowlers also
need to step up.
The bowling looked rather flat
against the Aussies, who attacked and
put pressure from ball one. The move
to drop an extra bowling option in
Deepti Sharma and bring back batter
Shafali Verma also did not work.

Harmanpreet Kaur, who roared
back to form with the bat, is yet to be
used as an off-spinner in the competition.
It remains to be seen if Shafali will
be persisted with for the crucial contest and Yastika Bhatia returns at the
top to open alongside Smriti
Mandhana.
One positive from the Australia
game was captain Mithali Raj getting
back among runs. After a couple of
quiet games, Mandhana will also be
expected to score big on Tuesday.
India find themselves in a tricky
spot as they have not gelled as a unit
so far and it is something they would
have to correct against Bangladesh,
who have shown a lot of promise in
their maiden ODI World Cup appearance.
"The atmosphere remains positive.
After a loss you do feel down but we
are in good headspace ahead of the

game tomorrow. We will play to win,
net run rate remains secondary," said
all-rounder Sneh Rana, adding that
they can't afford to take Bangladesh

lightly.
"Bangladesh have reached here by
performing. They are always improving. There are no easy games in this

World Cup," she added.
Bangladesh have run most of
their opponents close in the four
games they have played so far and that
includes a memorable win over
Pakistan.
Ahead of the India game, captain
Nigar Sultana said the more they play
at this level, the better they will
become.
"We never got to play a lot of ODI
games in the past. We have a proper
FTP now. We want to show we are
comfortable and we are capable at this
level. Every game is a big opportunity for all of us," said Sultana.
Bangladesh failed to chase down
141 against the West Indies in their
last game after a brilliant bowling performance and batting is one area they
will need to improve significantly.
"We need to ensure we don't
make the mistakes we made in the last
game," added Sultana.
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Mourinho's AS Roma stunned city
rivals Lazio 3-0 with three first-half goals
Jose
in Rome derby on Sunday as Juventus
put their Champions League
woes behind them to consolidate fourth place in
Serie A with a 2-0 win
over basement club
Salernitana.
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And while the result might have little bearing on the title race this term, a defeat of this
magnitude, at home, and against Barcelona, will
cause serious reverberations at Real Madrid.
Questions will be asked about Carlo
Ancelotti's future, with Madrid outplayed tactically and technically by Xavi's Barca, who were
faster, slicker and, perhaps most worryingly,
could easily have won by more.
Madrid were admittedly without the injured
Karim Benzema and Ferland Mendy while there
could have been a degree of complacency, given
they kicked off nine points clear at the top of
the table after Sevilla were held to a goalless draw
by Real Sociedad.
But none of that will excuse a loss as dramatic as this one, the only relief now that a resurgent Barcelona are still 12 points behind, albeit
with a game in hand.
When Barca were beaten by Real Madrid in
the Spanish Super Cup in January, the Catalans
were criticised for celebrating the manner of
their narrow defeat.
"We are getting closer," said Gerard Pique.
After five consecutive losses to Madrid, a
win of any kind was the next step for Barca but
a hammering like this could be transformative,
delivering a huge boost to confidence, vindication of Xavi's project and optimism for next season all in one fell swoop.

Days after their 3-0 European humiliation by Villarreal, Juventus kept their
push to recapture the Serie A title alive with
a win which moves them one point behind
champions Inter Milan who are third, with
a game in hand.
Leaders AC Milan have a three-point
advantage on Napoli, with Juve seven
points off top spot.
In Rome, Tammy Abraham bagged a
brace, scoring the opener within the first

minute at the Stadio Olimpico.
The England striker quickly added a second before Lorenzo Pellegrini's stunning
free-kick.
"Today was truly special, because it
seemed like the players were able to execute
everything we had planned out there on the
pitch," said Roma coach Jose Mourinho
whose side had lost the first derby 3-2.
Roma moved up to sixth and are now
undefeated in nine league matches.
Abraham gave Mourinho's men the perfect start, bundling the ball over the line after
Pellegrini's corner bounced directly off the
crossbar.
He added a second close-range finish on
22 minutes to double the lead.
Pellegrini whipped a magnificent freekick from over 25 yards out into the top corner to put the game beyond Lazio before
half-time.
Abraham, who has been named in
England's squad for the upcoming international break, has now scored 23 goals in 40
games in all competitions for Roma this season. "I demand a lot of Tammy because I
know his potential," said Mourinho.
"Today is what Tammy is capable of and
he needs to keep playing like this. I don't
mean the goals, because you can score one
day and miss another, but he needs to have
the attitude he showed today in every game."
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orussia Dortmund were
held to a 1-1 draw at
B
Cologne on Sunday as Erling
Haaland drew a blank, leaving
Bayern Munich to finish the
weekend six points clear in the
Bundesliga.
After Robert Lewandowski
scored twice in Bayern's 4-0
thrashing of Union Berlin on
Saturday, second-placed
Dortmund lost ground in the

title race with seven games left.
Haaland cut a frustrated
figure on his first start since
January, and has now failed to
score in his last three appearances.
This is the longest the 21-

year-old Norwegian has gone
without a goal since joining
Dortmund in January 2020.
Dortmund took the lead
after just eight minutes when
Marius Wolf snapped up a
Jude Bellingham pass and
scored his second goal in as
many games.
Cologne were level by halftime after Anthony Modeste's
flick was tapped in at the far
past by his forward partner
Sebastian Andersson.
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harles Leclerc of Ferrari
won a dramatic Formula
C
One season-opening Bahrain
Grand Prix on Sunday after
reigning champion Max
Verstappen limped out with an
electrical issue two laps before
the end.
Carlos Sainz made it a
Ferrari one-two while Sergio
Perez completed a disastrous
day for Verstappen's Red Bull
by spinning out of the race on
the last lap with a mechanical
problem, handing third place to
Lewis Hamilton.
George Russell, in his first
race since joining Hamilton at
Mercedes to replace Valtteri
Bottas, took fourth place to give
Mercedes a score of 27 points
that they could not have
dreamed of in the middle of the
race. For Leclerc, who kept his
cool when he and Verstappen
exchanged the lead five times

in two laps in a furious start to
the race, the victory was pure
delight.
"That's exactly how we
should start the season. Onetwo baby, one-two. Mamma
mia," the man from Monaco
said on the team radio.
Once the race trophy was
in his hands, Leclerc said: "I'm
so happy. We knew this was a
big opportunity for the team
and the guys have done an
incredible job building into
amazing car.
"A one-two today with
Carlos - we couldn't hope for
better. It's incredible to be back
at the top."
There was also a remarkable outcome for Haas, the
team which failed to score a
single point last season and was
forced to replace Russian driver Nikita Mazepin — and his
tycoon father's sponsorship of
the team — as a result of the
invasion of Ukraine.
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iverpool will play Manchester City in
the FA Cup semi-finals at Wembley
L
after edging past Nottingham Forest in
a pulsating encounter at the City Ground.
Diogo Jota scored the only goal of the
game for the visitors, prodding in
Konstantinos Tsimikas' cross from the left
with 12 minutes remaining.
Jurgen Klopp's quadruple-chasing
side dominated possession but were
made to work for their victory by their
relentless Championship opponents.
Steve Cooper's side saw a late penal-

ty appeal turned down by VAR when
midfielder Ryan Yates fell after a challenge
with Liverpool goalkeeper Alisson.
The hosts also regarded Philip
Zinckernagel's miss as decisive to the outcome, the Danish winger side-footing
wide from six yards from Brennan
Johnson's inviting cross just a couple of
minutes before Jota's goal.
"I think the game was decided on a
defining two minutes - we had a good
chance that we didn't take and they created one and did," said Cooper.
While Forest had already beaten both
Arsenal and Leicester in this season's

competition, they found themselves taking a significant step up in class against
Liverpool despite Klopp making seven
changes to his starting XI.
And while they were galvanised by
the electric atmosphere in what was the
first meeting between the clubs in the FA
Cup since the rescheduled 1989 semifinal that followed the Hillsborough
disaster, they spent long periods of the
game under severe pressure. Yates also
had a chance to head a late equaliser, but
Liverpool, who also carved open several excellent opportunities of their own,
deservedly advanced to the last four.

